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Spin liquids represent exotic types of quantum matter that evade conventional symmetry-breaking
order even at zero temperature. Exhaustive classifications of spin liquids have been carried out in
several systems, particularly in the presence of full SU(2) spin-rotation symmetry. Real magnetic
compounds, however, generically break SU(2) spin symmetry as a result of spin-orbit coupling—
which in many materials provides an ‘order one’ effect. We generalize previous works by using the
projective symmetry group method to classify Z2 spin liquids on the square lattice when SU(2)
spin symmetry is maximally lifted. We find that, counterintuitively, the lifting of spin symmetry
actually results in vastly more spin liquid phases compared to SU(2)-invariant systems. A generic
feature of the SU(2)-broken case is that the spinons naturally undergo p+ ip pairing; consequently,
many of these Z2 spin liquids feature a topologically nontrivial spinon band structure supporting
gapless Majorana edge states. We study in detail several spin-liquid phases with varying numbers
of gapless edge states and discuss their topological protection. The edge states are often protected
by a combination of time reversal and lattice symmetries and hence resemble recently proposed
topological crystalline superconductors.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
When cooled down to low temperatures, materials nor-
mally develop a variety of different orders such as mag-
netism or superconductivity. However, sufficiently se-
vere quantum fluctuations may prevent the formation of
any type of symmetry-breaking order—even at absolute
zero—leading to a liquid-like ground state. In the case
of spinful quantum systems, such “spin liquid” phases1–3
have attracted enormous interest in recent years. Spin
liquids come in many flavors and can support either gap-
less or fully gapped spin excitations; importantly, how-
ever, they are always far from featureless. For instance,
gapped spin liquids are not just characterized by the ab-
sence of spontaneously broken symmetries, but also by
the existence of fractionalized spinon excitations.4,5 In
such states the well-known concept of conventional sym-
metry breaking is replaced by topological order associ-
ated with long-range quantum entanglement.6
In recent years, mounting experimental evidence sug-
gests that spin liquids could be realized in strongly
frustrated magnetic materials, e.g., in the Kagome lat-
tice compound Herbertsmithite.7–9 Furthermore, novel
classes of magnetic compounds with strong spin-orbit
coupling such as iridium oxides have opened a new arena
in this field of research. Generally, spin-orbit coupling
breaks SU(2) spin-rotation symmetry, which may gener-
ate additional frustration effects leading to exotic mag-
netic or non-magnetic spin phases.10–15 Prominent exam-
ples are the iridate compounds Na2IrO3 and Li2IrO3 (see,
e.g., Refs. 16–18) where strong spin-orbit coupling has
been proposed to realize the Kitaev spin model, which
is known to harbor a spin liquid.19 In contrast to many
other more conventional systems, where spin-orbit cou-
pling constitutes a small relativistic perturbation that
may at first pass be ignored, a realistic description of
such materials needs to take into account SU(2) spin-
symmetry breaking. The systematic investigation of the
effects of strong spin-orbit coupling on spin-liquid phases
is the purpose of this paper.
Since spin liquids are inherently strongly coupled quan-
tum systems, their theoretical investigation represents a
major challenge in condensed matter physics. Given a
generic spin Hamiltonian, the unambiguous identification
of a spin liquid ground state is not possible by presently
available analytical means. Numerical approaches on the
other hand, while certainly invaluable, tend to be limited
in their applicability. Instead of trying to solve a spin
model, one can alternatively pursue a more ‘universal’
strategy: identifying all allowed spin liquid states based
on a system’s symmetries, which can yield valuable in-
sights in the ultimate quest for experimental realization.
The projective symmetry-group (PSG) method first
proposed by Wen20,21 represents one powerful way of sys-
tematically classifying possible spin liquids for a given
quantum spin system. This approach makes use of a
fermionic parton22 (spinon) description for spin opera-
tors and imposes a constraint on the total number of
fermions on each site (extensions of the method have
also been developed for Schwinger bosons4,23,24). De-
pending on the specific symmetries present, the resulting
fermionic Hamiltonian can be mean-field decoupled in
various ways, leading to a quadratic model that can be
treated analytically. After a Gutzwiller projection onto
the physically occupied subspace, one obtains a physical
trial spin wavefunction. While in general a mean-field
ansatz partially breaks the local SU(2) gauge freedom of
the fermionic parton fields, the remaining gauge group
determines the nature of gauge fluctuations around a
mean-field solution. The effects of gauge fluctuations,
possibly destabilizing a spin liquid state, can be subtle.
For example, if the gauge structure is U(1), it has been
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2argued that gauge fluctuations can drive a topological
state into a conventional magnetically ordered phase.25
On the other hand, there are also cases where U(1) spin
liquids in two dimensions are found to be stable.26 To
avoid subtleties associated with gauge fluctuations, we
restrict our analysis to the simplest case of Z2 spin liq-
uids, where all gauge excitations are gapped. In this situ-
ation a spin-liquid solution faithfully describes a physical
quantum spin phase that should be stable beyond mean-
field treatment.
So far the PSG method has been applied to var-
ious two-dimensional systems such as spins on the
square20,27,28, triangular24,29,30, honeycomb31,32, and
Kagome lattices24,33–35. Even three dimensional systems
may be treated.36–39 The PSG method typically identifies
a large number of Z2 spin liquids. For square-lattice sys-
tems preserving SU(2) spin symmetry as well as all spa-
tial symmetries and time reversal, Wen originally iden-
tified 272 Z2 phases.
20 We note that Ref. 28 introduced
a related classification scheme that also employs projec-
tive representations of symmetries. This approach does
not rely on a specific parton construction but directly
considers the action of projective symmetries on anyonic
excitations, leading to a coarser classification.
Most of the preceding works considered spin-isotropic
models; systematic studies that explore the case with
broken SU(2) spin symmetry are, by contrast, rela-
tively scarce (for some interesting examples see Refs. 40
and 41). In this work we generalize previous studies and
classify Z2 spin liquids on the square lattice when SU(2)
spin symmetry is lifted strongly by spin-orbit interac-
tions. Naively, one might expect that the reduced num-
ber of symmetries also reduces the number of spin liquid
solutions. This intuition may be justified by the results
of a PSG analysis on the square lattice where the removal
of all point-group symmetries obliterates the aforemen-
tioned 272 states leaving just 16 phases.20 Here, however,
we find quite the opposite: Lifting the SU(2) spin symme-
try increases the number of spin liquids from 272 in the
spin-isotropic case to 272+1488 = 1760. Most strikingly,
the 1488 new states exist solely because SU(2) symmetry
is broken, i.e., they have no analogue in SU(2)-symmetric
spin systems. [We note that eight of these 1488 states
still fulfill a projective version of the SU(2) spin sym-
metry and should therefore rather be added to the 272
solutions; see Ref. 27. For simplicity, however, we neglect
such subtleties in the following and treat continuos spin
symmetries non-projectively.]
The dramatic refinement of the Z2 spin liquid classi-
fication upon breaking SU(2) spin symmetry can be un-
derstood as follows. In the absence of continuous spin
rotation symmetry spin liquids need to fulfill an addi-
tional symmetry corresponding to invariance under spa-
tial reflection about the two-dimensional lattice plane
(z → −z). This symmetry operation does not trans-
form the positions of the lattice sites but still rotates the
spins. While in spin-isotropic systems a spin rotation is
trivial, the reflection may act nontrivially in the absence
of SU(2) spin symmetry. This new symmetry condition
leads to additional combinations of spin-liquid solutions,
effectively increasing their number. We emphasize that
this conclusion is quite general and is expected to re-
fine the PSG classification in any two-dimensional system
with z → −z symmetry.
The increased richness of spin-liquid solutions has some
remarkable consequences. The structure of the mean-
field ansa¨tze as obtained by the PSG approach gener-
ally supports p+ ip triplet pairing for the spinons which
may, in turn, lead to gapless Majorana edge states.
This type of pairing is not possible in spin-isotropic sys-
tems. Solving the mean-field Hamiltonians on a cylin-
der, we indeed identify various Z2 spin-liquid phases with
a gapped, topologically nontrivial bulk supporting gap-
less edge states. Even though spin-liquid solutions differ
in the number of boundary modes and may have elab-
orate edge-state structures, we find that their topologi-
cal protection can be traced back to simple Z2 topolog-
ical indices based on time-reversal invariance. Further-
more, we identify various spin liquids where additional
lattice symmetries are needed to protect the gaplessness
of the boundary modes. This demonstrates that spinon
band structures resembling the recently proposed topo-
logical crystalline superconductors42,43 may be realized in
magnetic compounds and accessed theoretically using the
PSG method. Such an interplay between topology and
symmetry has been described in the general framework of
“symmetry enriched topological phases”44–46: If a topo-
logically ordered system has additional global symme-
tries, new classes of distinct quantum phases can emerge.
In our case, many spin liquids have the remarkable prop-
erty that a non-trivial topology is implemented in two dif-
ferent ways, via the existence of deconfined spinon exci-
tations and by a symmetry-protected topological spinon
band structure, similar to Refs. 12,14,47–51.
We structure the remainder of the paper as follows. In
Sec. II we briefly revisit the case of spin-isotropic systems
and summarize some fundamentals of the PSG approach.
A classification of spin liquids when SU(2) spin symmetry
is broken down to U(1) is discussed in Sec. III. We then
turn in Sec. IV to a complete classification of spin liq-
uids when spin symmetry is maximally lifted and discuss
the modifications of the PSG method required for such
a generalization. Afterwards, specific examples for spin
liquid solutions are presented in Sec. V. There we partic-
ularly focus on the description of boundary modes and
their topological protection. Section VI summarizes our
main results and discusses future directions. Two ap-
pendices list the explicit implementations of projective
symmetries within all classes of Z2 spin liquids.
II. SPIN-ISOTROPIC Z2 SPIN LIQUIDS
Before discussing the more complicated situation
where SU(2) spin symmetry is lifted, we first revisit the
PSG classification of spin liquids on a square lattice in
3the spin-isotropic case.20 Our starting point is a general
spin-1/2 Hamiltonian of the form
H =
∑
(r,r′)
Jrr′Sr · Sr′ + · · · , (1)
where r, r′ label the square-lattice sites and (r, r′) de-
notes pairs of sites. The ellipsis indicates that interac-
tions with more than two spin operators may be present
as well. We emphasize that at this point we do not need
to further specify the Hamiltonian. The only require-
ments are that H is spin-isotropic, time-reversal invari-
ant and respects all lattice symmetries. Next, the spin
operators are expressed in terms of fermionic parton op-
erators via22
Sjr =
1
2
f†rσ
jfr , (2)
where fr = (fr↑, fr↓)T is a two-component spinor and
f†rα creates a fermion of spin α =↑, ↓ at site r. Pauli
matrices operating in spin space are denoted by σj (j =
1, 2, 3). The fermionic representation in Eq. (2) comes
along with an artificial enlargement of the Hilbert space.
The physical spin-1/2 subspace is singled out by the con-
straints ∑
α
f†rαfrα = 1 , fr↑fr↓ = 0 , (3)
which only allow for one fermion on each lattice site.
Note that the second constraint in Eq. (3) is a conse-
quence of the first. Since the physical spin-1/2 operators
are only defined in a subspace of the fermions, it is clear
that the fermionic system must exhibit a gauge redun-
dancy. Given the two-component spinor
ψr = (fr↑, f
†
r↓)
T (4)
and a 2 × 2 SU(2) matrix Wr with W †r = W−1r one can
easily check that a transformation ψr → Wrψr leaves
the physical spin operator Sr unchanged. Hence, for a
fermionic version of the spin Hamiltonian (1) there is a
local SU(2) gauge freedom corresponding to transforma-
tions with site dependent matrices Wr.
A. Mean-field decoupling of the spin Hamiltonian
The Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) in the fermionic represen-
tation of Eq. (2) is now treated within a mean-field ap-
proach. To this end, we rewrite H by performing the
most general non-magnetic mean-field decoupling with
the mean-field amplitudes χrr′ = 〈f†r↑fr′↑〉 = 〈f†r↓fr′↓〉
(hopping) and ηrr′ = 〈fr↑fr′↓〉 (pairing). (By “non-
magnetic” we mean that correlators 〈Sµr 〉 = 12 〈f†rσµfr〉
vanish.) A mean-field treatment is also performed for
the occupancy constraint in Eq. (3) by replacing the ex-
act constraint by its ground-state expectation value,∑
α
〈f†rαfrα〉 = 1 , 〈fr↑fr↓〉 = 0 . (5)
These weaker conditions can be enforced by adding on-
site terms
∑
r{a3(f†rfr−1)+[(a1+ ia2)fr↓fr↑+h.c.]} to
the Hamiltonian, where aj (j = 1, 2, 3) are real Lagrange
multipliers. The full spin-isotropic mean-field Hamilto-
nian then reads
Hmf =
∑
(r,r′)
[
χr′rf
†
rfr′ + ηrr′
(
f†r↑f
†
r′↓ − f†r↓f†r′↑
)
+ h.c.
]
+
∑
r
{a3(f†rfr − 1) + [(a1 + ia2)fr↓fr↑ + h.c.]} .
(6)
The SU(2) spin symmetry is explicit here which can be
seen by performing a spin rotation fr → Wspinfr with a
2×2 SU(2) matrix W †spin = W−1spin, leaving the mean-field
Hamiltonian invariant.
In the following it will be convenient to express Hmf in
terms of the spinors ψr defined in Eq. (4), leading to
Hmf =
∑
(r,r′)
(
ψ†rurr′ψr′ + h.c.
)
+
∑
r
3∑
j=1
ajψ
†
rτ
jψr , (7)
where the 2× 2 matrix urr′ contains the mean-field am-
plitudes defined above,
urr′ =
(
χ∗rr′ ηrr′
η∗rr′ −χrr′
)
. (8)
Note that Hermiticity of Hmf requires urr′ = u
†
r′r. In
the spin-isotropic case considered in this section, urr′
may also be conveniently written as
urr′ = is
0
rr′τ
0 +
3∑
j=1
sjrr′τ
j , (9)
with real parameters sµ (µ = 0, 1, 2, 3). Here and in the
rest of the paper τµ are 2 × 2 matrices operating in the
“Nambu-space” of the spinor ψr, where τ
0 = 12×2 and
τ1, τ2, τ3 are Pauli matrices.
Since Hmf is quadratic in the fermions it can be eas-
ily diagonalized. However, the ground state as well as
all other states inevitably violate the exact constraint of
Eq. (3). To obtain a physical spin state, the ground state
needs to be Gutzwiller projected onto the singly occupied
subspace. Furthermore, once the mean-field amplitudes
urr′ and aj are fixed (i.e., quantum fluctuations in these
parameters are ignored), Hmf breaks the local SU(2)
gauge freedom. A transformation ψr → Wrψr gives rise
to new mean-field parameters urr′ → W †rurr′Wr′ which
are (at least in the generic case) different from the orig-
inal ones, leading to a different mean-field ground state.
However, since gauge transformations leave the physical
spin sector invariant, after projection all different gauge
choices result in the same wave function.
It is important to note that a mean-field ansatz cannot
completely break the local SU(2) gauge freedom. Any
Hamiltonian Hmf may still be gauge invariant under a
4global SU(2), U(1) or Z2 transformation. In these cases,
there exists a subgroup of the local SU(2)×SU(2)× · · ·
gauge group such that
urr′ = W
†
rurr′Wr′ . (10)
More generally, urr′ must at least be invariant under
a global Z2 gauge transformation, since Eq. (10) is al-
ways fulfilled for (site independent) transformations with
Wr = ±τ0. As first noted by Wen5,20, the remaining
gauge freedom – also called the invariant gauge group
(IGG) – determines the structure of gauge fluctuations
around a mean-field ansatz and is, hence, an important
criterion for the stability of an ansatz beyond mean-field
theory. The effect of gauge fluctuations is particularly
simple for mean-field ansa¨tze with a Z2 IGG. In this
case all gauge fluctuations are gapped such that possi-
ble low energy spinon excitations of a mean-field solution
should be stable against fluctuations. Thus, the fermions
introduced above still represent effective quasiparticles
of the system even if quantum fluctuation are included,
i.e., they directly correspond to deconfined spinon excita-
tions. Such states can therefore be faithfully regarded as
stable quantum phases. We hence restrict our investiga-
tions in this paper to ansa¨tze with a Z2 gauge structure.
B. Projective implementation of symmetries
To construct spin liquids within the PSG method, one
needs to ensure that after projection the ground states
of the mean-field Hamiltonians Hmf preserve all physical
symmetries of the system. The SU(2) spin symmetry
is already guaranteed by the form of the Hamiltonian in
Eq. (6). Furthermore, for a square lattice in the x-y plane
one has to enforce translation symmetries in the x and
y-directions (in the following called Tx and Ty), mirror
symmetries about the x and y-directions (Px and Py),
mirror symmetry along a diagonal interchanging x ↔ y
(Pxy)
52, and a symmetry Pz which performs a reflection
z → −z about the square lattice plane. Using r = (x, y)
the action of these symmetries on the lattice coordinates
is given by
Tx : r → (x+ 1, y) Ty : r → (x, y + 1)
Px : r → (−x, y) Py : r → (x,−y)
Pxy : r → (y, x) Pz : r → r , (11)
where the lattice constant is set to unity. Additionally,
we want to enforce time-reversal invariance T . For a
spinful model, T is an antiunitary operator which, when
applied twice, reverses the sign of an arbitrary single-
particle wave function |φ〉, i.e., T 2|φ〉 = −|φ〉. Further-
more, up to a SU(2) gauge transformation, it transforms
the spinors fr via T frT † = iσ2fr. Equivalently, the
action on ψr is given by T ψrT † = [(−iτ2ψr)T]†. To
simplify the time-reversal operation we perform an ad-
ditional gauge transformation ψr → iτ2ψr such that
T ψrT † = (ψTr )†.53
When applied to a PSG mean-field Hamiltonian, sym-
metry operations effectively transform the matrices urr′ .
Particularly, time reversal T acts as
T : urr′ → −urr′ , (12)
while the spatial symmetries S ′ = {Tx, Ty, Px, Py, Pxy}
are implemented via
S ′ : urr′ → uS′(r)S′(r′) . (13)
In principle, the inversion symmetry Pz also needs to
be considered. While such a symmetry operation does
not transform the lattice coordinates, it still rotates the
spins. However, since inversion Pz is a subgroup of the
SU(2) symmetry, this spin rotation has no effect on a
spin-isotropic Hamiltonian such that Pz can be ignored.
When we lift the SU(2) spin symmetry in subsequent
sections, the action of Pz will play a central role.
In an ordinary fermionic system where the fermions
are fundamental particles, lattice symmetries can be en-
forced by the condition urr′ = uS′(r)S′(r′). However, in a
fermionic version of a spin system with SU(2) gauge free-
dom, every symmetry operation may be supplemented
with an additional gauge transformation. Hence, a spa-
tial symmetry S ′ is already fulfilled if there are (site de-
pendent) 2× 2 SU(2) matrices GS′r such that
urr′ = G
S′†
S′(r)uS′(r)S′(r′)G
S′
S′(r′) . (14)
Similarly, time-reversal invariance is fulfilled if matrices
GTr with
urr′ = −GT †r urr′GTr′ (15)
exist. Such generalized representations of symmetries are
called projective symmetries. They may differ from the
trivial ones if GS
′
r 6= τ0 (due to the gauge transforma-
tion already performed, projective time-reversal symme-
try differs from trivial time reversal if GTr 6= iτ2). Thus,
even if a system seems to violate a symmetry because
urr′ 6= uS′(r)S′(r′), the symmetry may still be intact in
the physical spin-1/2 subspace, if there are matrices GS
′
r
that satisfy Eqs. (14) or (15). In other words, Eqs. (14)
and (15) ensure that the symmetries of the system are
fulfilled after projection. We note that in principle, also
the SU(2) spin symmetry needs to be implemented pro-
jectively. Such a procedure has been performed in Ref. 27
where it is shown that this generalized symmetry condi-
tion allows for a certain class of mean-field Hamiltonians
which are not of the form of Eq. (6). The resulting PSG
classification leads to a slightly enhanced number of spin-
liquid states. Here, however, we restrict such subtleties
and treat the SU(2) spin symmetry non-projectively. In
the SU(2) spin symmetry broken case discussed below
these additional PSG phases are also included.
We can now formulate the meaning of the IGG in a dif-
ferent way: If Wr is a gauge transformation that leaves
the mean-field ansatz invariant [i.e., Wr fulfills Eq. (10)
5and therefore belongs to the IGG] then Wr can be inter-
preted as the gauge transformation of a projective sym-
metry associated with the identity transformation. In
the Z2 case considered here, Eq. (10) implies that either
Wr ≡ τ0 or Wr ≡ −τ0 on all sites.
C. Classification of PSG representations
The PSG approach aims to classify all different gauge
inequivalent mean-field ansa¨tze urr′ which fulfill the pro-
jective symmetries of the system and therefore repre-
sent spin-liquid states. In the following, we briefly il-
lustrate how such an analysis is carried out. Instead of
directly identifying possible ansa¨tze urr′ , we first clas-
sify all allowed sets of gauge transformations GSr associ-
ated with the lattice transformations and time reversal,
S = {T , Tx, Ty, Px, Py, Pxy}. The actual spin-liquid so-
lutions given by the ansa¨tze urr′ are then determined by
Eqs. (14) and (15).
The gauge transformations GSr are not independent
of each other. Relations among them originate from
commutation relations between pairs of symmetry op-
erations. Most pairs {Sa,Sb} fulfill the simple equality
S−1a S−1b SaSb = I, where I is the identity transformation.
Exceptions are the following,
TxP
−1
x TxPx = TyP
−1
y TyPy = T
−1
x P
−1
xy TyPxy
= T−1y P
−1
xy TxPxy = P
−1
x P
−1
xy PyPxy = P
−1
y P
−1
xy PxPxy
= I . (16)
Furthermore, the squares of the point-group symmetries
and time reversal are given by
T 2 = (−1)Nf , P 2x = P 2y = P 2xy = I , (17)
where Nf is the number of fermions. All these relations
consist of two or four successive symmetry operations.
For each of these sequences of transformations there is a
gauge transformation associated with them. For exam-
ple, the operation Oab = S−1a S−1b SaSb = I comes along
with the gauge transformation
GOabr =
(
GSaS−1b SaSb(r)
)† (
GSbSaSb(r)
)†
GSaSaSb(r)G
Sb
Sb(r) .
(18)
Since Oab is the identity transformation, we can now
make use of the fact that the IGG is Z2: As noted be-
fore, the gauge transformation associated with the iden-
tity operation is given by the IGG, i.e., GOabr is either
GOabr = τ
0 or GOabr = −τ0. These two possibilities even-
tually give rise to two different classes of solutions for the
matrices GSar and G
Sb
r . Similar results are obtained for
all relations between the symmetries. In each case the
Z2 gauge structure leads to two choices of signs for the
net gauge transformation associated with the above se-
quences of symmetry operations. Different combinations
of signs finally define distinct spin-liquid states, yielding
a classification scheme on very general grounds.
A closer analysis shows that one can always find a
gauge in which the matrices GSr have the convenient form
GSr = d
S
r gS , (19)
where dSr = ±1 is a site-dependent function that defines
the spatial variation of GSr , while gS is a (spatially con-
stant) 2×2 SU(2) matrix. Generally, dSr follows from the
relations in Eq. (16) which include translations, while the
form of gS is determined from the identities between dif-
ferent point-group symmetries and time reversal. Con-
sidering the commutations between all symmetry opera-
tions, one finds54
GTr = η
x+y
T gT , G
Tx
r = η
yτ0 , G
Ty
r = τ0 ,
GPxr = η
x
1η
y
2gPx , G
Py
r = ηx2η
y
1gPy ,
G
Pxy
r = ηxygPxy , (20)
where the exponents on the η’s contain components of
r = (x, y). The η-parameters are given by ηT = ±1,
η = ±1, η1 = ±1, η2 = ±1 with uncorrelated signs.
Furthermore, the identities among different point-group
symmetries and time reversal [Eq. (16)] and the identities
in Eq. (17) directly relate to equations for gS ,
g−1T g
−1
Px
gT gPx = ±τ0 , g−1T g−1Py gT gPy = ±τ0 ,
g−1T g
−1
Pxy
gT gPxy = ±τ0 , g−1Px g−1Py gPxgPy = ±τ0 ,
g−1Px g
−1
Pxy
gPygPxy = ±τ0 ,
g2T = ±τ0, g2Px = ±τ0, g2Py = ±τ0, g2Pxy = ±τ0.(21)
These equations can be solved, leading to 17 different
sets of matrices gT , gPx , gPy , gPxy shown in Eqs. (A1)
- (A17) of Appendix A. Note that not all combinations
of signs in Eq. (21) yield a solution for the matrices gS .
Taking into account the 24 = 16 choices for the signs of
ηT , η, η1, η2, there are altogether 16 · 17 = 272 distinct
spin-liquid solutions.20
We emphasize that the matrices GSr are not uniquely
defined. In general, a site-dependent gauge shift
urr′ → W †rurr′Wr′ transforms GSr according to GSr →
W †rG
S
rWS−1(r). The special gauge choice that leads to
Eqs. (19) and (20), however, is particularly useful since
GTxr and G
Ty
r have simple forms. Performing a global
gauge transformation urr′ → W †urr′W simultaneously
rotates all Pauli matrices in Eqs. (A1) - (A17) but leaves
Eq. (20) unchanged. Furthermore, as a result of the Z2
IGG, the signs of GSr are not fixed such that G
S
r may
always be changed to −GSr for each symmetry S individ-
ually.
D. PSG mean-field ansa¨tze
Having classified all different representations of projec-
tive symmetries, we now study the corresponding ansa¨tze
urr′ . Evaluating Eq. (14) for S = Tx, Ty with GTxr and
6G
Ty
r given in Eq. (20), one finds that urr′ may be written
as
urr′ = η
xδyuδr , (22)
where we have introduced the matrices uδr which only
depend on the difference δr ≡ (δx, δy) = r′ − r between
sites r and r′. This shows that there are two types of
solutions: For η = 1 one obtains translation invariant
ansa¨tze urr′ ≡ uδr. Otherwise, if η = −1 the ansa¨tze
urr′ form a stripe-like pattern which breaks translation
invariance in the x-direction (we emphasize again that
due to the projective construction, translation invariance
is still intact in the physical spin-1/2 subspace). Inserting
Eqs. (20) and (22) into Eqs. (14) and (15) yields further
conditions for uδr,
−ηδx+δyT g†T uδrgT = uδr ,
ηδx1 η
δy
2 g
†
Px
uPx(δr)gPx = uδr ,
ηδx2 η
δy
1 g
†
Py
uPy(δr)gPy = uδr ,
ηδxδyg†PxyuPxy(δr)gPxy = uδr ,
ηδxδyu†−δr = uδr . (23)
Here, the last equation comes from the Hermiticity con-
dition urr′ = u
†
r′r. Note that the lattice symmetries act
on δr in the same way as they act on r [see Eq. (11)]. As
mentioned before, in the spin-isotropic case urr′ has the
form of Eq. (9) or equivalently uδr = is
0
δrτ
0+
∑3
j=1 s
j
δrτ
j .
With this decomposition, the conditions in Eq. (23) can
be easily analyzed. As shown in Appendix A, in almost
all55 PSG representations, gS is either given by gS = τ0
or by gS = iτ j (j = 1, 2, 3). In these cases, one can use
the identity
g†Sτ
µgS = ±τµ (µ = 0, 1, 2, 3) . (24)
It follows from Eq. (23) that sµS(δr) = ±sµδr, i.e., the
action of S on the coefficient sµδr can only change its sign
but does not mix components with different µ. Hence,
all coefficients sµδr with δx, δy ≥ 0 and δx ≥ δy may be
chosen as free parameters, while all other sµδr follow from
symmetry operations [see Eq. (23)] and only differ by a
sign.
Even though we have explicitly enforced Z2 gauge
structure in our arguments above, the ansa¨tze urr′ in
certain PSG representations may still “accidentally” be-
long to a larger IGG such as U(1) or SU(2). Further-
more, within various PSG representations the mean-field
solution urr′ even vanishes completely. These cases are
artifacts of our simplified mean-field approach. In a gen-
eralized treatment which also includes gauge fluctuations
and quartic terms in the fermionic Hamiltonian each
PSG representation should lead to a finite spin-liquid
ansatz with Z2 gauge structure. In total, among the
272 PSG representations we identify 50 instances where
urr′ vanishes identically. The remaining representations
contain 28 cases with SU(2) gauge structure and 4 cases
FIG. 1: Examples for spinon band-structures within different
PSG representations when the IGG is Z2. In (a) - (c) the
system is spin-isotropic, while in (d) the SU(2) symmetry is
broken down to U(1) rotation symmetry around the z-axis.
(a) Band structure for a fully gapped spin liquid with η =
1, ηT = η1 = η2 = −1 and gT = iτ2, gPx = gpy = iτ3,
gPxy = τ
0 [see Eq. (A8)]. In (b) the spinons exhibit a Dirac-
cone dispersion with four Dirac points in the first Brillouin
zone. This representation is given by ηT = −1, η = η1 =
η2 = 1 and gT = gPx = gpy = τ
0, gPxy = iτ
3 [see Eq. (A3)].
As illustrated in (c) the spinons may also be gapless with
a finite Fermi surface (red lines). In this representation we
have ηT = −1, η = η1 = η2 = 1 and gT = gPxy = iτ2, gPx =
gpy = τ
0 [see Eq. (A9)]. The band structure in (d) shows
the spinon dispersion in the same representation as in (b) but
with the SU(2) spin symmetry broken down to U(1). Such a
generalization may qualitatively change the band structure.
In the specific example, the Dirac cones become unstable and
a finite Fermi surface (red lines) emerges.
with U(1) gauge structure. Hence, there are altogether
272−50−28−4 = 190 finite Z2 PSG mean-field solutions
when SU(2) spin symmetry is intact.
Further information about these spin liquids can be ob-
tained from the spinon band structure by transforming
urr′ into k-space. In Ref. 20 various PSG representations
have been studied in great detail. Here, we only report
the most important properties. In general, the spinon
bands of Z2 spin liquids are either fully gapped or gap-
less. In the latter case, spinons may have a Fermi surface
or distinct Fermi points (such as a Dirac-cone disper-
sion). Examples for band structures in these three cases
are shown in Fig. 1 (a)-(c). Spin liquids with a gap to all
excitations will turn out to be particularly interesting in
subsequent sections, as the corresponding spinon band
structures may be topological. Since gauge excitations
(called visions5) in Z2 spin liquids are gapped as well,
such phases represent rigid quantum states where gauge
7fluctuations only induce short-range interactions between
the spinons. In the following sections we restrict our con-
siderations to Z2 spin liquids where the spinon dispersion
is fully gapped (the reasons for this will become clear in
Sec. IV).
III. U(1) SPIN-ROTATION-INVARIANT Z2
SPIN LIQUIDS
We now generalize the PSG method to systems where
the SU(2) spin symmetry is broken down to U(1) rota-
tion symmetry around the z axis. While the mean-field
Hamiltonian will differ as compared to the previous sec-
tion, the general procedure remains the same. We first
specify naive (i.e. non-projective) implementations of the
symmetries. Due to the gauge freedom in our system
we then supplement these symmetry operations with ad-
ditional gauge transformations. Commutation relations
between the symmetries pose conditions on the gauge
transformations which together with the Z2 IGG lead to
a finite number of PSG representations.
In spin space, a U(1) rotation around the z axis is
implemented by fr → exp(−iσ3φ/2)fr [i.e., fr↑ →
exp(−iφ/2)fr↑ and fr↓ → exp(iφ/2)fr↓] where φ is the
polar angle in the x-y plane. [For simplicity, we again
treat the U(1) spin symmetry non-projectively. As in
the SU(2) case, a projective implementation should only
lead to minor modifications such as a slightly higher num-
ber of PSG representations. We emphasize that in the
case of a maximally lifted spin symmetry as studied in
the next section, such representations are all covered.]
A mean-field ansatz which is invariant under this trans-
formation can only contain terms coupling f†r↑(↓) with
fr↑(↓) or f
†
r↑ with f
†
r↓. These are exactly the terms
of the SU(2) spin symmetric mean-field Hamiltonian in
Eq. (7); however, in the U(1) case there is no constraint
that restricts the matrix urr′ to the form of Eqs. (8) or
(9). Apart from conditions due to the lattice symme-
tries and time reversal, the new Hamiltonain is therefore
given by Eq. (7), where urr′ can be an arbitrary ma-
trix with urr′ = u
†
r′r. We parametrize urr′ as urr′ =
usrr′+u
t1
rr′ where u
s
rr′ denotes the singlet terms discussed
in the last section, usrr′ = is
0
rr′τ
0 +
∑3
j=1 s
j
rr′τ
j ; recall
Eq. (9). The new triplet terms ut1rr′ correspond to terms
of the form f†r↑fr′↑ − f†r↓fr′↓ (spin-dependent hopping)
or f†r↑f
†
r′↓ + f
†
r↓f
†
r′↑ (triplet pairing) and may be written
as
ut1rr′ = t
0
1,rr′τ
0 + i
3∑
j=1
tj1,rr′τ
j . (25)
Note that all coefficients sµrr′ , t
µ
1,rr′ are real.
The set of discrete symmetries that needs to be en-
forced is the same as in the spin-isotropic case. Particu-
larly, the effect of inversion Pz acting as z → −z is still
trivial. This can be easily seen: Since the spin opera-
tor S is a pseudovector, a three dimensional inversion
r → −r leaves S invariant. Hence, the operation Pz in
spin space is identical to a pi-rotation in the x-y plane
with Sx → −Sx, Sy → −Sy, Sz → Sz. As we have con-
structed our system to be invariant under arbitrary U(1)
spin rotations in the x-y plane, Pz is redundant and can
be omitted in our analysis. There is, however, one im-
portant difference as compared to the spin-isotropic case.
So far we have only considered the action of the point-
group symmetries Px, Py, Pxy on the lattice but we have
ignored that they also transform the spin. For SU(2)
spin symmetric systems this was justified. In the U(1)
case discussed here, however, even though the mean-field
Hamiltonian is invariant under rotations in the x-y plane,
its triplet part ut1rr′ is not invariant under (naive) spin
reflections Px, Py, Pxy in the x-y plane (u
t1
rr′ picks up a
minus sign). This follows from the fact that the spin S
is a pseudovector.
A PSG classification scheme that incorporates the ef-
fects of spin transformations is most conveniently carried
out in the full four-component Nambu space, spanned by
the spinor Ψr = (fr↑, f
†
r↓, fr↓,−f†r↑)T. The upper two
components of Ψr are identical to ψr while the lower
two components arise from ψr under (naive) time rever-
sal. First, in terms of spinors fr, the full transformations
associated with the point-group symmetries Px, Py, Pxy
are defined up to a gauge transformation by
Px : fr → exp(−ipiσ1/2)fPx(r) ,
Py : fr → exp(−ipiσ2/2)fPy(r) ,
Pxy : fr → exp(−ipiσ1/2) exp(−iσ3/4)fPxy(r) . (26)
The action on the spinors Ψr is given by simple 4 × 4
matrices DS′′ that couple the upper two and lower two
components,
Ψr → DS′′ΨS′′(r) with DS′′ =
(
0 γS′′τ0
−γ∗S′′τ0 0
)
,
(27)
where the point-group symmetries are denoted by S ′′ =
{Px, Py, Pxy} and γS′′ is given by γPx = −i, γPy = −1,
γPxy = (1−i)/
√
2. We also rewrite the mean-field Hamil-
tonian in terms of four-component Nambu spinors Ψr,
Hmf =
1
2
∑
(r,r′)
(
Ψ†ru˜rr′Ψr′ + h.c.
)
+
1
2
∑
r
3∑
j=1
ajΨ
†
r
(
τ j 0
0 τ j
)
Ψr (28)
with
u˜rr′ =
(
usrr′ + u
t1
rr′ 0
0 usrr′ − ut1rr′
)
. (29)
Note that the upper-left and lower-right blocks yield
identical contributions [hence the factor 1/2 in Eq. (28)].
8Similarly, gauge transformations in the new basis are per-
formed by
Ψr → W˜Ψr with W˜ =
(
W 0
0 W
)
, (30)
where W again denotes a two dimensional SU(2) matrix.
Finally, instead of Eq. (14), the defining equation for the
PSG representations now also needs to be equipped with
a spin transformation DS if S is a point-group symmetry,
u˜rr′ = G˜
S†
S(r)D†S u˜S(r)S(r′)DSG˜SS(r′) ; (31)
otherwise DS is the identity matrix. Here the gauge
transformations G˜Sr associated with S have the form of
Eq. (30).
Having formulated the PSG scheme in the basis of Ψr,
we now repeat the classification of spin liquids in the case
of U(1) rotation invariance. The first step is again the
identification of relations among the symmetries. In our
case, all relations in Eqs. (16) and (17) remain valid. As
in Sec. II, we consider a sequence of symmetry opera-
tions Oab = S−1a S−1b SaSb = I and determine the corre-
sponding spin and gauge transformations in the extended
Nambu space. Incorporating the matrices DS (which are
unity if S is not a point-group symmetry) Eq. (18) turns
into
DOabG˜Oabr =
(
G˜SaS−1b SaSb(r)
)†
D†Sa
(
G˜SbSaSb(r)
)†
D†Sb ×
×DSaG˜SaSaSb(r)DSbG˜
Sb
Sb(r) . (32)
Since spin and gauge transformations operate in different
subspaces, they commute with each other, leading to
DOabG˜Oabr = D†SaD
†
SbDSaDSb
(
G˜SaS−1b SaSb(r)
)†
×
×
(
G˜SbSaSb(r)
)†
G˜SaSaSb(r)G˜
Sb
Sb(r) . (33)
For all pairs of symmetries {Sa,Sb}, the net spin trans-
formation DOab = D†SaD
†
SbDSaDSb reduces to DOab =±14×4 [this also applies to all other symmetry opera-
tions in Eqs. (16) and (17) that are not of the form
Oab = S−1a S−1b SaSb]. Since the gauge structure is
Z2, an additional sign due to DOab = −14×4 is irrel-
evant such that in total, the spin transformations can-
cel out entirely. In complete analogy to Sec. II one
obtains G˜Oabr = ±14×4, leading to identical conditions
GOabr = ±τ0 in the upper-left and lower-right blocks.
Hence, all relations in Eqs. (20) and (21) as well as their
solutions in Appendix A remain valid, resulting in the
same 272 PGS representations. A similar observation
has also been made for a U(1) spin symmetric PSG clas-
sification on the Kagome lattice.41 Note that Eq. (31)
does not couple singlet and triplet parts of the mean-
field Hamiltonian among each other. Furthermore, since
usrr′ is not affected by spin transformations DS , the con-
ditions in Eq. (23) still apply, leading to the same singlet
solutions usrr′ as in the SU(2) case.
While the classification of spin liquids as well as the
mean-field solutions in the singlet sector are not changed
by lifting the spin symmetry from SU(2) to U(1), a fi-
nite triplet part ut1rr′ may modify the properties of an
ansatz significantly. In analogy to Eq. (22), translation
symmetries Tx and Ty again restrict the form of u
t1
rr′ ,
ut1rr′ = η
xδyut1δr . (34)
Inserting Eqs. (20), (27), (29), and (34) into Eq. (31)
yields conditions for ut1δr,
−ηδx+δyT g†T ut1δrgT = ut1δr ,
−ηδx1 ηδy2 g†Pxut1Px(δr)gPx = u
t1
δr ,
−ηδx2 ηδy1 g†Pyut1Py(δr)gPy = u
t1
δr ,
−ηδxδyg†Pxyut1Pxy(δr)gPxy = u
t1
δr ,
ηδxδy
(
ut1−δr
)†
= ut1δr . (35)
These relations differ from those in Eq. (23) by addi-
tional minus signs in the equations with S = Px, Py, Pxy.
Such signs can be traced back to the fact that any triplet
operator is odd under reflections. Given the expansion
ut1δr = t
0
1,δrτ
0 + i
∑3
j=1 t
j
1,δrτ
j [see Eq. (25)] one can
check that as in the spin isotropic case, Eq. (35) does
not relate coefficients tµ1,δr with different µ among each
other [at least if gS = τ0 or gS = iτ j (j = 1, 2, 3),
which applies to almost all55 PSG representations]. Con-
sequently, symmetry operations S again only affect the
sign of the coefficients, i.e., tµ1,S(δr) = ±tµ1,δr. When com-
pared to the spin-isotropic case, sµS(δr) = ±sµδr, the sign
is reversed if S = Px, Py, Pxy such that the singlet solu-
tions usrr′ are qualitatively different from the triplet so-
lutions ut1rr′ , leading to significant changes in the spinon
band-structures. As an example, Fig. 1 shows spinon
dispersions for the PSG representation with ηT = −1,
η = η1 = η2 = 1 and gT = gPx = gpy = τ
0, gPxy = iτ
3.
The Dirac cone dispersion of the singlet part usrr′ [see
Fig. 1 (b)], becomes unstable when triplet terms ut1rr′ are
added, leading to a finite Fermi surface [see Fig. 1 (d)].
In total, among 272 PSG representations we find 48
cases where usrr′ and u
t1
rr′ vanish identically. In all
remaining representations, the ansa¨tze have Z2 gauge
structure, such that there are altogether 272−48 = 224 fi-
nite Z2 mean-field solutions with U(1) spin-rotation sym-
metry.
Given the form of the mean-field Hamiltonian in
Eq. (28) with u˜rr′ = u
s
rr′σ
0+ut1rr′σ
3 (where σµ are Pauli
matrices in spin space) the spin dependence only comes
from triplet terms ∼ σ3 along the z-direction. In other
words, in the usual notation56,57 for spin-triplet pair-
ing ψki(d · σ)σ2ψ−k the d-vector always points in the
z-direction. Consequently, a topological band structure
due to spin-orbit coupling is impossible as this would
require a winding of the d-vector around the full unit
sphere. In principle, a non-trivial band topology could
still occur in the particle-hole space, i.e., in each block
9of Eq. (29) separately. Based on the present analysis
we cannot rule out the existence of symmetry protected
edge states due to time reversal or lattice symmetries.
However, probing the spinon spectra of the PSG ansa¨tze
for various different mean-field parameters, we could not
identify such phases. As we will show in the next section
a non-trivial topology in the spinon bands naturally oc-
curs when we completely break the SU(2) spin symmetry.
IV. Z2 SPIN LIQUIDS WITHOUT
CONTINUOUS SPIN-ROTATION SYMMETRY
We now turn to the most general case where SU(2)
spin symmetry is maximally lifted. As we will see,
this has drastic consequences on our analysis, yielding
a vast number of new PSG representations. To be-
gin with, the mean-field Hamiltonian now consists of all
types of possible quadratic terms – including spin-flip
hopping f†r↑(↓)fr′↓(↑) and spin-polarized p-wave pairing
f†r↑(↓)f
†
r′↑(↓). Both terms break U(1) spin-rotation sym-
metry in the x-y plane and were absent in the previ-
ous sections. The Hamiltonian again takes the form of
Eq. (28) where the 4×4 matrix u˜rr′ containing all mean-
field amplitudes now reads as
u˜rr′ =
(
usrr′ + u
t1
rr′ u
t2
rr′ + u
t3
rr′
−ut2rr′ + ut3rr′ usrr′ − ut1rr′
)
. (36)
Here we have introduced two new triplet sectors ut2rr′ and
ut3rr′ given by
ut2rr′ = it
0
2,rr′τ
0 +
3∑
j=1
tj2,rr′τ
j ,
ut3rr′ = t
0
3,rr′τ
0 + i
3∑
j=1
tj3,rr′τ
j , (37)
where all coefficients tµ2/3,rr′ are real. Note that the
first two rows of u˜rr′ represent the most general com-
plex 2× 4 matrix with 16 real parameters. The last two
rows are completely determined by these entries. This
follows from the fact that the upper two and lower two
components of Ψr are related,
Ψr =
(
0 −iτ2
iτ2 0
)(
ΨTr
)†
. (38)
As in Sec. III we need to take into account the ef-
fect of reflections in spin space, implemented by DS [see
Eq. (27)]. Furthermore, gauge transformations in the ex-
tended Nambu basis are again given by Eq. (30), and
the defining equation of the PSG representations has the
form of Eq. (31). The crucial difference as compared to
Secs. II and III is that inversion Pz may now act non-
trivially and needs to be included in our analysis. The
action of Pz on the spinors fr is given (up to a gauge
transformation) by
Pz : fr → exp(−ipiσ3/2)fr , (39)
or equivalently in terms of Ψr,
Ψr → DPzΨr with DPz =
( −iτ0 0
0 iτ0
)
. (40)
Hence, when applied to the mean-field Hamiltonian Pz
effectively transforms the ansatz u˜rr′ [see Eq. (36)] via
u˜rr′ → D†Pz u˜rr′DPz =
(
usrr′ + u
t1
rr′ −ut2rr′ − ut3rr′
ut2rr′ − ut3rr′ usrr′ − ut1rr′
)
,
(41)
where the signs are flipped in the off-diagonal 2×2 blocks.
This has interesting consequences: When the off-diagonal
blocks are finite, invariance under z → −z can only be
intact if Pz is implemented projectively,
u˜rr′ = G˜
Pz†
r D†Pz u˜rr′DPz G˜Pzr′ , (42)
with a non-trivial gauge transformation GPzr 6= τ0. In
other words, there are two types of PSG representations
when SU(2) spin symmetry is maximally lifted. First, a
representation may be given by GPzr ≡ τ0. In this case,
the triplet sectors ut2rr′ and u
t3
rr′ vanish and Pz acts triv-
ially – precisely as in the SU(2) and U(1) spin-symmetric
cases. This immediately leads to the 272 PSG represen-
tations already discussed in the previous sections. These
solutions may therefore also be interpreted as PSG repre-
sentations of a system without spin-rotation symmetries,
but that nevertheless retain an accidental U(1) symmetry
on the mean-field level. We will not discuss such solutions
again, instead focusing on the far more interesting sec-
ond case where GPzr is non-trivial, i.e., G
Pz
r 6= τ0. Finite
off-diagonal blocks ±ut2rr′+ut3rr′ are then allowed by sym-
metries, leading to additional PSG representations with
novel types of ansa¨tze.
In the following, we briefly outline how these new rep-
resentations are obtained. The extended set of sym-
metries that needs to be enforced – now also includ-
ing Pz – leads to new commutation relations in addi-
tion to Eq. (16). These new relations have the form
S−1P−1z SPz = I where S can be any of the symme-
tries S = {T , Tx, Ty, Px, Py, Pxy}. Furthermore, we have
P 2z = I. Following the arguments after Eq. (18), these
sequences of symmetries are associated with a net gauge
transformation that must be an element of the IGG. As
explained below Eq. (32) gauge transformations GSr and
spin transformations DS commute such that one obtains
the relations
GS†S(r)G
Pz†
S(r)G
S
S(r)G
Pz
r = ±τ0 ,
(
GPzr
)2
= ±τ0 . (43)
As in Eq. (19), GPzr may be written in the form G
Pz
r =
dPzr gPz , where the spatial dependence of d
Pz
r is deter-
mined by Eq. (43) if S is a translation symmetry. It
follows that
GPzr = η
x+y
z gPz , (44)
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where ηz = ±1. Inserting Eq. (44) into Eq. (43) and using
Eq. (20) yields the following conditions for gPz when S
is time-reversal or a point-group symmetry,
g−1T g
−1
Pz
gT gPz = ±τ0 , g−1Px g−1Pz gPxgPz = ±τ0 ,
g−1Py g
−1
Pz
gPygPz = ±τ0 , g−1Pxyg−1Pz gPxygPz = ±τ0 ,
g2Pz = ±τ0 . (45)
Here, the different signs are uncorrelated, but not all
combinations of signs yield a solution for the matri-
ces gS . Together with Eq. (21), these relations de-
termine all possible PSG representations. As shown
in Appendix B there are 55 different sets of matrices
{gT , gPx , gPy , gPxy , gPz} that fulfill Eqs. (21) and (45).
Taking into account the 25 = 32 combinations of dif-
ferent signs for ηT , η, η1, η2, and ηz there are altogether
32·55 = 1760 PSG representations. As mentioned above,
272 of them have GPzr ≡ τ0 (i.e., ηz = 1 and gPz = τ0) re-
sulting in an accidental U(1) rotation symmetry. Hence,
we find 1760−272 = 1488 new PSG representations with
a non-trivial action of Pz.
Before studying some of these 1488 solutions in more
detail (see next section), we first point out several gen-
eral properties of the ansa¨tze u˜rr′ . The U(1) spin sym-
metric sectors usrr′ and u
t1
rr′ are again determined by
Eqs. (23) and (35). However, there are now additional
conditions resulting from the invariance under Pz. In-
serting Eqs. (36), (40), and (44) into Eq. (42) yields
ηδx+δyz g
†
Pz
usδrgPz = u
s
δr , η
δx+δy
z g
†
Pz
ut1δrgPz = u
t1
δr .
(46)
These conditions may lead to vanishing coefficients sµrr′ ,
tµ1,rr′ which would otherwise be finite. Most importantly,
however, the new ansa¨tze may contain finite triplet terms
ut2rr′ and u
t3
rr′ . In analogy to Eqs. (22) and (34) the form
of GTxr and G
Ty
r in Eq. (20) determines the spatial de-
pendence of ut2rr′ and u
t3
rr′ ,
ut2rr′ = η
xδyut2δr , u
t3
rr′ = η
xδyut3δr . (47)
Conditions for ut2δr and u
t3
δr are obtained by inserting the
general mean-field ansatz u˜rr′ from Eqs. (36) and (47)
as well as the spin transformations DS [Eqs. (27), (40)]
into Eq. (31). Further using Eqs. (20) and (44) leads to
−ηδx+δyT g†T ut2δrgT = ut2δr ,
−ηδx1 ηδy2 g†Pxut2Px(δr)gPx = u
t2
δr ,
ηδx2 η
δy
1 g
†
Py
ut2Py(δr)gPy = u
t2
δr ,
−iηδxδyg†Pxyut2Pxy(δr)gPxy = u
t3
δr ,
−ηδx+δyz g†Pzut2δrgPz = ut2δr ,
−ηδxδy (ut2−δr)† = ut2δr , (48)
and
−ηδx+δyT g†T ut3δrgT = ut3δr ,
ηδx1 η
δy
2 g
†
Px
ut3Px(δr)gPx = u
t3
δr ,
−ηδx2 ηδy1 g†Pyut3Py(δr)gPy = u
t3
δr ,
iηδxδyg†Pxyu
t3
Pxy(δr)
gPxy = u
t2
δr ,
−ηδx+δyz g†Pzut3δrgPz = ut3δr ,
ηδxδy
(
ut3−δr
)†
= ut3δr . (49)
In analogy to the sectors usδr and u
t1
δr, when expand-
ing ut2δr = it
0
2,δrτ
0 +
∑3
j=1 t
j
2,δrτ
j and ut3δr = t
0
3,δrτ
0 +
i
∑3
j=1 t
j
3,δrτ
j , these relations do not couple coefficients
tµ2/3,δr with different µ among each other [at least if
gS = τ0 or gS = iτ j (j = 1, 2, 3), which again applies
to nearly all55 PSG representations].
There is, however, an important difference as compared
to the SU(2) and U(1) spin symmetric cases. As shown
in Eqs. (48) and (49), the symmetry Pxy connects the t2
and the t3 triplet sectors, yielding
tµ3,δr = ±tµ2,Pxy(δr) . (50)
This relation has interesting consequences which we now
discuss in more detail. For simplicity let us only consider
components with µ = 1 and also neglect usδr and u
t1
δr.
Assuming that for a given δr the ansatz u˜δr has a finite
ut3δr part in the µ = 1 sector, i.e.,
u˜δr = t
1
3,δr
(
0 iτ1
iτ1 0
)
, (51)
it follows from Eq. (50) that the ut2Pxy(δr) part of u˜Pxy(δr)
has – up to a sign – the same coefficient,
u˜Pxy(δr) = ±t13,δr
(
0 τ1
−τ1 0
)
. (52)
Expressing the corresponding mean-field Hamiltonian in
terms of frα operators and summing over different δr
(i.e., different pairs of sites) leads to
Hmf =
∑
(r,r′)
[
it13,δr
(
−f†r↑f†r′↑ + f†r↓f†r′↓ + h.c.
)
± t13,δr
(
f†Pxy(r)↑f
†
Pxy(r′)↑ + f
†
Pxy(r)↓f
†
Pxy(r′)↓ + h.c.
)]
+ . . . , (53)
where we have assumed δr = r′ − r. Note that the first
line contains the term in Eq. (51) while the second line
corresponds to Eq. (52). Transforming Hmf into k-space
using frα =
1√
N
∑
k e
ikrfkα (N is the total number of
lattice sites) yields
Hmf = −
∑
k
t13,δr[sin(kx)± i sin(ky)]
(
f†k↑f
†
−k↑ + h.c.
)
−
∑
k
t13,δr[sin(kx)∓ i sin(ky)]
(
f†−k↓f
†
k↓ + h.c.
)
+ · · · . (54)
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Here, we only show the terms for δr = (1, 0), while the
other contributions are indicated by the ellipsis. As can
be seen, the interplay between the t2 and t3 triplet sec-
tors directly generates px ± ipy pairing with a chirality
determined by the sign in Eq. (50). Furthermore, the
two spin orientations have opposite chirality. This type
of time-reversal-invariant ‘superconductivity’58–60 possi-
bly leads to a non-trivial topology in the spinon bands
associated with gapless edge states. The properties of
such edge states within various PSG representations will
be discussed in more detail below.
It is worth emphasizing once more the role of differ-
ent triplet pairing terms within our PSG analysis. While
triplet pairing of the form f†r↑f
†
r′↓ + f
†
r↓f
†
r′↑ (which cor-
responds to the dz-component in d-vector notation) is
allowed in the U(1) spin symmetric case, spin-polarized
terms such as f†r↑f
†
r′↑ and f
†
r↓f
†
r′↓ lift the U(1) spin-
rotation symmetry in the x-y plane. (Note that in the
d-vector notation f†r↑f
†
r′↑ and f
†
r↓f
†
r′↓ correspond to the
combinations −dx − idy and dx − idy, respectively.) As
shown above, these terms occur in the U(1) broken case
and automatically come along with a pairing amplitude
∼ px±ipy. This behavior of the gap function is specific to
systems without spin-rotation symmetries and does not
appear when SU(2) or U(1) symmetries are intact.
We finally mention that not all 1488 PSG representa-
tions with a non-trivial action of Pz have a finite ansatz
u˜rr′ with Z2 gauge structure. As an artifact of the mean-
field treatment, we find 226 cases where u˜rr′ vanishes
identically. Among the remaining representations there
are 28 instances with SU(2) gauge structure and 56 in-
stances with a U(1) gauge structure. Hence, we identify
1488 − 226 − 28 − 56 = 1178 finite mean-field ansa¨tze
with Z2 gauge structure where SU(2) spin symmetry is
maximally lifted.
V. EXAMPLES FOR Z2 SPIN LIQUIDS
WITHOUT CONTINUOUS SPIN-ROTATION
SYMMETRY
In the last section we pointed out that a PSG analysis
for systems without spin-rotation symmetries naturally
captures helical px ± ipy pairing for the spinons. This
property is particularly interesting in the case of gapped
Z2 spin liquids as it might lead to topological spinon
band structures. To gain more insight into the topology
of the spinon bands, we now study various PSG repre-
sentations with a bulk gap in the spinon excitations and
especially focus on possible edge states. It will turn out
that for many PSG representations one may define sim-
ple Z2 topological invariants for the spinon bands, based
on time-reversal symmetry.
Following the arguments of Refs. 61–64, we first briefly
recapitulate the role of time-reversal symmetry for the
characterization of topological band structures in ordi-
nary fermionic systems (in which the symmetries are not
FIG. 2: Two topologically distinct ways of connecting bound-
ary modes between the time-reversal invariant momenta kx =
0 and kx = pi, following Refs. 61–64. In (a) the edge states
are connected pairwise, leading to a band structure which is
equivalent to a trivial insulator. As shown in (b), the modes
at kx = 0 and kx = pi may also be connected such that there
is an odd number of Fermi points. Time reversal preserving
deformations of the bands cannot generate a gap in the edge-
state spectrum. These two cases define a Z2 topological index
for time-reversal invariant band structures in two dimensions.
Note that (a) and (b) only illustrate half of the first Brillouin
zone. The other half between kx = −pi and kx = 0 it given
by the mirror image.
implemented projectively). In such systems time rever-
sal T is an antiunitary operator (i.e., T c = c∗T for con-
stant c) with T 2|φ〉 = −|φ〉 when acting on single-particle
states |φ〉. Given these two properties, Kramer’s theorem
states that all single-particle eigenstates must at least be
two-fold degenerate. One can show that based on this de-
generacy all two dimensional time-reversal invariant band
structures with a bulk gap can be characterized by a Z2
topological invariant. This may be illustrated by consid-
ering a lattice system with cylinder geometry, where x is
the cyclic coordinate along the cylinder edge. The first
Brillouin zone kx ∈ [−pi, pi] contains two momenta kx = 0
and kx = pi that remain invariant under time-reversal.
According to Kramers theorem, the spectrum consists of
two-fold degenerate pairs of states at these points. For
possible boundary modes residing in the bulk gap there
are consequently two ways of connecting the pairs of edge
states between kx = 0 and kx = pi. As shown in Fig. 2
the Kramer’s pairs may be either connected pairwise or
in a way that there is an odd number of crossing points
at each fixed energy. While the first case is equivalent to
a trivial insulator, the second case represents a topolog-
ical band structure with time-reversal-protected bound-
ary modes. The number of crossing points modulo 2 for
kx ∈ [0, pi] therefore defines a Z2 topological invariant
for bulk-gapped, time-reversal-invariant band structures
in two dimensions. In Fig. 2(a) and (b) this index is
given by ν = 0 and ν = 1, respectively. This classifica-
tion holds for topological insulators63,65,66 as well as for
time-reversal-invariant topological superconductors.58–60
In the latter case, however, the edge states are Majorana
fermions, reflecting the fact that positive and negative
energies are related.
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There are various ways of determining ν for a given
band structure. If the spin up and spin down sectors of
the Hamiltonian decouple, the calculation of ν is partic-
ularly simple. Denoting the Chern numbers of the two
sectors by n↑ and n↓, respectively, ν can be obtained
via63,67–69
ν =
n↑ − n↓
2
mod 2 . (55)
We will often use this identity below. It is important to
emphasize that the existence of a Z2 topological invariant
is a consequence of the fact that T is an antiunitary oper-
ator with T 2|φ〉 = −|φ〉. Since no other lattice symmetry
has these two properties, time reversal plays a special role
among all symmetries of a system.
Within the PSG approach, symmetries are imple-
mented projectively. Such generalized symmetries may
be different from the ones of an ordinary fermionic sys-
tem. Specifically, if ηT = 1 and gT = iτ2 projective time-
reversal symmetry is identical to ordinary time-reversal
symmetry, leading to a Z2 topological invariant for two
dimensional band structures, as discussed above. Note
that even if gT is given by an arbitrary linear combina-
tion gT = ix1τ1 + ix2τ2 + ix3τ3 6= iτ2, one can always
perform a global gauge rotation gT →W †gTW such that
gT = iτ2. To simplify the discussion of time-reversal
symmetry, the PSG solutions listed in Appendix A are all
in a gauge where either gT = τ0 or gT = iτ2. While the
Z2 classification of time-reversal-invariant band struc-
tures remains valid when ηT = −1 and gT = iτ2 (see
Secs. V B and V E), there is no Kramer’s theorem for
a PSG representation with gT = τ0 and consequently
no Z2 invariant based on time-reversal symmetry (see
Sec. V C).
Given this line of arguments, the topological protec-
tion of edge states in all the examples presented below
can ultimately be traced back to time-reversal invariance.
However, we will see that the spatial symmetries can be
important as well. In particular, if the projective repre-
sentations of spatial symmetries are different compared
to ordinary fermionic systems they may lead to an ad-
ditional protection of edge states. In these cases, the
boundary modes can only be gapped out if time-reversal
symmetry and certain lattice symmetries are violated si-
multaneously. In Secs. V D, V E, and V F we study PSG
representations where the system effectively decouples
into an even number of sectors in the mean-field Hamilto-
nian, each one characterized by a non-trivial Z2 invariant
based on time-reversal symmetry. Using the arguments
above this would imply a trivial Z2 index for the full
system. However, we will show that as an effect of spa-
tial symmetries the topological Z2 index of an individual
sector may survive, leading to an overall protection that
relies on various different symmetries. Note that in this
work we do not consider Z2 invariants directly arising
from spatial symmetries such as the ones discussed in
the context of topological crystalline insulators; see e.g.,
Ref. 42,43,70.
In the following subsections we study the spinon band
structures in various representative PSG spin-liquid so-
lutions. Choosing specific sets of mean-field parameters,
the excitation spectra are calculated for a system on a
torus and on a cylinder (if not stated otherwise the cylin-
der edges are along the x-direction). In the latter case,
we investigate the origin of the gaplessness of possible
boundary modes and define the corresponding topologi-
cal invariants. We emphasize that the edge-state spectra
presented below are not particular to these specific exam-
ples but may occur in various other PSG representations
in a qualitatively similar way (for example, the edge-state
structure shown in Fig. 6 also appears in the PSG repre-
sentations of Secs. V A and V E). Furthermore, depend-
ing on the precise choice of mean-field parameters a sin-
gle PSG solution may host various topologically distinct
phases (for instance, the PSG representation studied in
Sec. V D also exhibits a parameter regime without edge
states). To facilitate the analysis, we study very sim-
ple mean-field ansa¨tze avoiding longer-ranged hopping
and pairing amplitudes. Such ansa¨tze may have a gauge
group larger than Z2. In each case, however, one may
add further terms to the Hamitonian which break the
gauge group down to Z2 but do not affect the system’s
topological properties.
A. PSG with {ηT , η, η1, η2, ηz} = {1, 1, 1, 1, 1} and
{gT , gPx , gPy , gPxy , gPz} = {iτ2, τ0, τ0, τ0, iτ3}
In the simplest possible case of a PSG representa-
tion without any continuous spin-rotation invariance, the
projective symmetries T , Tx, Ty, Px, Py, and Pxy are
all identical to their counterparts in ordinary fermion
systems. This requires that η = η1 = η2 = 1 and
gPx = gPy = gPxy = τ
0. Furthermore, time-reversal sym-
metry must be implemented by ηT = 1 and gT = iτ2.
As explained above, one can then define a Z2 topological
invariant for the spinon band structure. Note that inver-
sion Pz plays a special role: According to our assumption
that the ansatz lifts spin-rotation symmetries, Pz must
be implemented nontrivially, either by ηz = −1 or by
gPz 6= τ0. In this section we study a PSG representation
with ηz = 1 and gPz = iτ
3. Given an ansatz of the form
of Eq. (36) with
usδr = is
0
δrτ
0 +
∑3
j=1 s
j
δrτ
j ,
ut1δr = t
0
1,δrτ
0 + i
∑3
j=1 t
j
1,δrτ
j ,
ut2δr = it
0
2,δrτ
0 +
∑3
j=1 t
j
2,δrτ
j ,
ut3δr = t
0
3,δrτ
0 + i
∑3
j=1 t
j
3,δrτ
j , (56)
we choose the mean-field parameters as
s3δr=(1,0) = s
3
δr=(0,1) = 1 ,
t12,δr=(1,0) = −t13,δr=(0,1) = 1 ,
s3δr=(1,1) = s
3
δr=(1,−1) = 0.5 ; (57)
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all other parameters vanish. In the PSG representation
discussed here, the spin up and spin down sectors decou-
ple within the present gauge convention. Hence, it will be
convenient to use a new basis Ψˆr = (fr↑, f
†
r↑, fr↓, f
†
r↓)
T
which groups together ↑- and ↓-operators, resulting in
a bock-diagonal Hamiltonian. Using the parameters in
Eq. (57) and transforming the ansatz into k-space yields
the Hamiltonian
Hmf =
1
2
∑
k
Ψˆ†k
( hk 0
0 h∗−k
)
+
3∑
j
aj
(
τ j 0
0 τ j
) Ψˆk
(58)
with
hk =
(
cos(kx) + cos(ky) + cos(kx) cos(ky) −i sin(kx)− sin(ky)
i sin(kx)− sin(ky) − cos(kx)− cos(ky)− cos(kx) cos(ky)
)
. (59)
FIG. 3: Band structure of the Hamiltonian in
Eqs. (58) and (59) obtained in the PSG represen-
tation with {ηT , η, η1, η2, ηz} = {1, 1, 1, 1, 1} and
{gT , gPx , gPy , gPxy , gPz} = {iτ2, τ0, τ0, τ0, iτ3}. Panel
(a) shows the bands for a system with torus geometry (i.e.,
periodic boundary conditions in both directions), while (b)
depicts the bands for a cylinder geometry (the cylinder axis
is along the y-direction). The upper and lower blocks in
Eq. (58) yield degenerate bulk bands thoughout the Brillouin
zone. The spectrum is similar to the Bernevig-Hughes-Zhang
(BHZ) model describing the bands of HgTe: While the
bulk is gapped, a pair of counter-propagating gapless states
appears at the boundary of the system. In contrast to the
BHZ model, however, the present system is not a topological
insulator but a spinon version of a time-reversal invariant
topological superconductor with Majorana edge modes. Note
that (b) only shows the edge states at one cylinder edge,
where red (green) lines correspond to ↑ (↓) states. The
boundary modes at the other edge have the same dispersion
but with the spin orientations reversed.
Here aj are Lagrange multipliers enforcing the single
occupancy constraint on average. Generally, Lagrange
multipliers can be determined from the condition20
∂Eg/∂aj = 0, where Eg is the ground-state energy.
Solving this equation numerically for the parameters in
Eq. (57), we find71 a1 = a2 = 0 and a3 ≈ −0.607.
The Hamiltonian in Eqs. (58) and (59) resembles
the Bernevig-Hughes-Zhang (BHZ) model66,69 which de-
scribes the band structure of the topological insulator
material HgTe. Particularly, the two 2 × 2 blocks of
the Hamiltonian represent time-reversal versions of each
other. From the Chern numbers of the two blocks, n↑ = 1
and n↓ = −1, one finds a non-trivial Z2 topological in-
variant ν = 1 [see Eq. (55)], indicating that the sys-
tem resides in a topological phase. The band struc-
ture in Fig. 3 indeed shows a bulk gap and a pair of
counter-propagating gapless edge states. While the form
of the Hamiltonian is similar to the BHZ model, its in-
terpretation is rather different. Most importantly, in
contrast to the BHZ model, the components of Ψˆr =
(fr↑, f
†
r↑, fr↓, f
†
r↓)
T are related by Hermitian conjugation
such that spinon modes with positive and negative ener-
gies are not distinct quantum states. Correspondingly,
the sin terms describe p-wave pairing for the spinons in-
stead of spin-orbit coupling, and the edge states are Ma-
jorana modes. The system may, hence, be considered as
two time-reversed copies of a px ± ipy ‘spinon supercon-
ductor’ with different chiralities [we note in passing that
a spinon version of a topological insulator is unstable in
two dimensions due to U(1) gauge fluctuations, see e.g.
Ref. 49].
The non-trivial Z2 topological invariant implies that
the gaplessness of the edge states is protected by time-
reversal symmetry. Denoting the right moving (spin
up) Majorana modes by γR and the left moving (spin
down) Majorana modes by γL, time reversal acts as
T γRT † = γL and T γLT † = −γR. Hence, the only mass
term iγRγL that can gap out the edge states changes sign
under T and is therefore forbidden by time-reversal sym-
metry. The non-trivial action of Pz has further conse-
quences on the topological protection of the edge states.
Since gPz = iτ
3, the spin down edge mode γL picks up
a minus sign under inversion, i.e., PzγRP
†
z = γR and
PzγLP
†
z = −γL (this minus sign would not occur within
a trivial implementation of Pz). As a result, the term
iγRγL is also forbidden by inversion Pz such that gapping
out the edge states requires the violation of T and Pz
simultaneously. Since there is no perturbation gapping
out the boundary modes by only violating T , the topo-
logical protection within this PSG representation goes
beyond the protection of an ordinary time-reversal in-
variant topological superconductor.
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FIG. 4: Spectrum of the Hamiltonian in Eqs. (63)
and (64) obtained in the PSG representation
with {ηT , η, η1, η2, ηz} = {−1, 1,−1,−1, 1} and
{gT , gPx , gPy , gPxy , gPz} = {iτ2, iτ3, iτ3, τ0, iτ3}. Panel
(a) depicts the band structure for the system on a torus. In
contrast to Fig. 3, the bulk bands of the upper and lower
blocks in Eq. (63) are not degenerate in the whole Brillouin
zone. Panel (b) displays the bands for cylinder geometry
showing a pair of counter-propagating edge states where red
(green) corresponds to ↑ (↓) modes. Since time reversal is
now also associated with an overall momentum transfer, the
spin down modes are shifted by pi in kx-direction [compare
to Fig. 3 (b)]. Full lines illustrate the edge states on one
cylinder edge, while dashed lines denote the boundary modes
on the the opposite edge (with the same color coding for the
spin directions).
B. PSG with {ηT , η, η1, η2, ηz} = {−1, 1,−1,−1, 1} and
{gT , gPx , gPy , gPxy , gPz} = {iτ2, iτ3, iτ3, τ0, iτ3}
Next we discuss a PSG representation where projective
time reversal differs from the trivial one. As compared
to time reversal in an ordinary fermion system where
gT = iτ2 and ηT = 1, here we have ηT = −1. According
to Eq. (20) this leads to an additional site dependent
factor (−1)x+y in the action of T . Specifically, when
applied to the spinor Ψˆr, time reversal yields
T ΨˆrT † = (−1)x+y
(
0 τ0
−τ0 0
)
Ψˆr . (60)
Similarly, in k-space one obtains
T ΨˆkT † =
(
0 τ0
−τ0 0
)
Ψˆ−k+(pi,pi) , (61)
where in addition to momentum inversion k→ −k, time
reversal now also shifts the momentum by (pi, pi). Most
importantly, however, T is still an antiunitary opera-
tor with T 2|φ〉 = −|φ〉, implying that Kramer’s theo-
rem as well as the Z2 topological classification still ap-
ply. This can be seen using the arguments from Fig. 2.
Since T comes along with a momentum transformation
k→ −k+(pi, pi), there are again two time-reversal invari-
ant momenta for a system on a cylinder, now given by
kx = −pi/2 and kx = pi/2. At these momenta all states
must at least be two-fold degenerate. Apart from the
fact that the time-reversal invariant momenta are shifted
by pi/2 as compared to Fig. 2, the above discussion still
applies, showing that there are two topologically distinct
band structures. This shift does not effect the computa-
tion of the Z2 topological invariant such that Eq. (55) is
still valid.
In order to discuss a specific example, we consider the
following non-vanishing mean-field parameters,
t01,δr=(1,0) = −t01,δr=(0,1) = −1 ,
t22,δr=(1,0) = −t23,δr=(0,1) = −1 ,
s3δr=(1,1) = s
3
δr=(1,−1) = 0.5 . (62)
In the basis of Ψˆk the Hamiltonian has the form
Hmf =
1
2
∑
k
Ψˆ†k
[(
hk 0
0 h∗−k+(pi,pi)
)
+ a3
(
τ3 0
0 τ3
)]
Ψˆk
(63)
with
hk =
( − cos(kx) + cos(ky) + cos(kx) cos(ky) sin(kx)− i sin(ky)
sin(kx) + i sin(ky) cos(kx)− cos(ky)− cos(kx) cos(ky)
)
(64)
The Lagrange multipliers are calculated numerically,
yielding a1 = a2 = 0 and a3 ≈ 0.607. The spin up and
spin down blocks in the Hamiltonian again decouple (this
may always be achieved within the present PSG represen-
tation using an appropriate gauge choice). Furthermore,
the two blocks are time-reversed analogues of each other.
The crucial difference as compared to Eq. (59) is that
the kinetic cos(kx) and cos(ky) terms now have opposite
signs.
The Chern numbers of the two blocks are n↑ = −n↓ =
1, leading to a non-trivial Z2 topological invariant ν = 1.
Accordingly, the band structure in Fig. 4 shows a pair of
counter-propagating Majorana edge states for each end
of the cylinder. When compared to Fig. 3, the spin down
boundary modes are shifted by pi in kx-direction, which
is a consequence of the additional momentum transfer
associated with T . In this PSG representation, the two
boundary modes at each cylinder cap, denoted by γR
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and γL, (where the right-mover γR carries spin up while
the left-mover γL carries spin down) enjoy an exception-
ally strong protection. Firstly, the edge states are pro-
tected by time reversal which again acts as T γRT † = γL,
T γLT † = −γR and therefore forbids the mass term
iγRγL. Furthermore, since a coupling between γR and
γL requires a momentum transfer of ∆kx = pi, the term
iγRγL necessarily violates translation invariance Tx (but
preserves T 2x ). As in Sec. V A, inversion Pz is imple-
mented by ηz = 1, gPz = iτ
3. With the arguments given
above, it follows that iγRγL is odd under Pz. Finally,
if the edges are along the x-direction, the system ful-
fills mirror symmetry Px on the cylinder. One can show
that in this case the term iγRγL is also forbidden by Px.
In total, the Hamiltonian in Eqs. (63) and (64) has the
remarkable property that T , Tx, Px and Pz need to be
broken simultaneously in order to gap out the edge states
at zero energy. Since the gaplessness of the boundary
modes does not only rely on T , this system resembles a
topological crystalline insulator.
C. PSG with {ηT , η, η1, η2, ηz} = {−1, 1,−1,−1, 1} and
{gT , gPx , gPy , gPxy , gPz} = {τ0, iτ1, iτ1, iτ3, iτ3}
In the next example, we consider a PSG representation
with gT = τ0. Such an implementation of time reversal
is fundamentally different from the cases studied above,
since no gauge transformation can convert gT = τ0 into
gT = iτ2. The action on Ψˆr is now given by
T ΨˆrT † = (−1)x+y
(
τ0 0
0 τ0
)
Ψˆr , (65)
implying that T 2|φ〉 = |φ〉. Thus, the requirements for
Kramer’s theorem are not fulfilled and a Z2 topological
invariant (at least based on time reversal) does not exist.
In other words, the system falls into the class BDI (see
Refs. 63 and 72) which does not have a topological index
(in contrast, the examples studied before belong to class
DIII). A topological protection of edge states is generally
not given in this PSG representation.
We again consider a specific example with non-trivial
mean-field amplitudes
s3δr=(1,0) = s
3
δr=(0,1) = 1 ,
t01,δr=(1,0) = −t01,δr=(0,1) = 1 ,
t22,δr=(1,0) = t
2
3,δr=(0,1) = 1 ,
t13,δr=(1,0) = t
1
2,δr=(0,1) = −0.5 . (66)
In k-space the Hamiltonian reads
Hmf =
1
2
∑
k
Ψˆ†k
(
h1k 0
0 h2k
)
Ψˆk (67)
with
h1k =
(
2 cos(kx) − 32 sin(kx)− i2 sin(ky)− 32 sin(kx) + i2 sin(ky) −2 cos(kx)
)
(68)
FIG. 5: Example for a band structure in the PSG rep-
resentation with {ηT , η, η1, η2, ηz} = {−1, 1,−1,−1, 1} and
{gT , gPx , gPy , gPxy , gPz} = {τ0, iτ1, iτ1, iτ3, iτ3} using the
parameters in Eq. (66). As shown in (a), the system on a
torus features a bulk spinon gap. Considering a cylinder ge-
ometry [see (b)], the model exhibits an edge state; however,
due to the absence of a topological index, such modes are
not topologically protected (there is always an even number
of level crossings at fixed energy). Interestingly, boundary
modes only carry spin down. The dashed green line refers to
bound states on the opposite edge.
iγRγL iηRηL iγRηL iγLηR
T − − iγLηR iγRηL
Tx + + − −
Px + + iγLηR iγRηL
Pz iηRηL iγRγL iγLηR iγRηL
TABLE I: Transformation of the terms iγRγL, iηRηL, iγRηL,
and iγLηR under the effect of T , Tx, Px, and Pz. The Ma-
jorana modes γR, γL, ηR, and ηL represent the edge states
of the PSG representation in Sec. V D at zero energy. Note
that an entry “+” (“−”) indicates that under the respective
symmetry, the term remains invariant (changes sign).
h2k =
(
2 cos(ky) − 12 sin(kx) + 3i2 sin(ky)− 12 sin(kx)− 3i2 sin(ky) −2 cos(ky)
)
,
(69)
where all Lagrange multipliers vanish. Within an ap-
propriate gauge choice, the Hamiltonian is always block-
diagonal. Since T does not couple spin up and spin down
sectors, there is no simple relation between the two blocks
in the Hamiltonian. As illustrated in Fig. 5, edge states
may still exist; however, they are not connected to the
bulk and could, in principle, be removed without chang-
ing the topology of the system. The band structure is,
hence, topologically equivalent to that of a trivial super-
conductor.
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D. PSG with {ηT , η, η1, η2, ηz} = {1, 1, 1, 1,−1} and
{gT , gPx , gPy , gPxy , gPz} = {iτ2, τ0, τ0, τ0, τ0}
We continue with a spin liquid phase that exhibits a
more complex edge-state structure. In this PSG repre-
sentation, projective time reversal and trivial time re-
versal are identical such that a Z2 topological invariant
exists. The implementation of symmetries is similar to
the PSG representation in Sec. V A, but with a different
action of Pz. Here, inversion Pz has a real-space depen-
dence resulting from ηz = −1. An instructive example is
given by the mean-field parameters
t12,δr=(1,0) = −t13,δr=(0,1) = 1 ,
s3δr=(1,1) = s
3
δr=(1,−1) = 1 . (70)
The corresponding Hamiltonian in k-space becomes
Hmf =
1
2
∑
k
Ψˆ†k
(
hk 0
0 h∗−k
)
Ψˆk , (71)
where all Lagrange multipliers vanish.71 Furthermore,
one obtains
hk =
(
2 cos(kx) cos(ky) −i sin(kx)− sin(ky)
i sin(kx)− sin(ky) −2 cos(kx) cos(ky)
)
.
(72)
Note that in this PSG representation the spin up and
spin down sectors are not necessarily decoupled. Here,
however, for simplicity we choose an example where
the Hamiltonian is block diagonal. As compared to
Eq. (59) the present model does not exhibit kinetic
cos(kx) + cos(ky) terms. We emphasize that by setting
s3δr=(1,0) = s
3
δr=(0,1) = 0 and s
3
δr=(1,1) = s
3
δr=(1,−1) = 1
in Eq. (57), the two Hamiltonians are identical, demon-
strating that a spin phase with the same spinon edge-
state structure may also occur in the PSG representa-
tion of Sec. V A. Indeed, similar band structures occur in
many PSG representations and represent a generic exam-
ple of spinon spectra in the case of broken spin-rotation
symmetries.
The Chern numbers of the two blocks in Eq. (71) are
n↑ = −n↓ = 2, resulting in two right-moving and two left-
moving modes; see the band structure in Fig. 6. Pairs
of modes with opposite chirality are located at kx = 0
and at kx = pi, respectively. According to Eq. (55) the
Z2 index is ν = 0, and one would expect the system
to be topologically trivial. However, the spectrum never
shows a gap in the edge states, even if arbitrary symmetry
allowed terms are added to the Hamiltonian. We will
argue that this gaplessness indeed follows from the fact
that – based on a slightly modified Z2 index – the system
can be classified as topologically non-trivial, even though
ν = 0.
To understand this peculiarity, we study the symmetry
properties of the Majorana modes at E = 0, where the
right-moving and left-moving modes at kx = 0 (kx = pi)
FIG. 6: Band structure in the PSG representa-
tion with {ηT , η, η1, η2, ηz} = {1, 1, 1, 1,−1} and
{gT , gPx , gPy , gPxy , gPz} = {iτ2, τ0, τ0, τ0, τ0} for a sys-
tem (a) on a torus and (b) on a cylinder, using the
parameters in Eq. (70). As shown in (b), the edge-state
spectrum consists of two right-moving spin up modes (red)
and two left-moving spin down modes (green). Even though
the Z2 topological invariant is trivial, ν = 0, one may still
assign a modified non-trivial Z2 index ν
′ = 1 to this band
structure, see text for details. (b) also illustrates the back
folding of bands when doubling the unit cell in x-direction.
are denoted by γR and γL (ηR and ηL), respectively. It
will prove convenient to change the real-space descrip-
tion of the system by considering an enlarged unit cell
that extends over two sites in the x-direction and one
site in the y-direction. (We emphasize, however, that
this unit cell expansion is cosmetic and does not change
the terms in the Hamiltonian. Particularly, we do not
break translation invariance Tx.) In this new descrip-
tion the first Brillouin zone for a system on a cylinder
shrinks down to kx ∈ [−pi/2, pi/2], while the total num-
ber of bands is doubled. Specifically, each momentum
kx ∈ [−pi/2, pi/2] of the reduced Brillouin zone now labels
the original states at this kx as well as the states with ini-
tial momentum kx+pi [this back folding is also illustrated
in Fig. 6 (b)]. Within the PSG representation considered
here, the new Brillouin zone contains two copies of de-
generate band structures (in the following referred to as
sets): the original bands at kx ∈ [−pi/2, pi/2] and the
shifted ones from kx ∈ [pi/2, 3pi/2]. Note that all zero-
energy boundary modes γR, γL, ηR, and ηL now carry
kx = 0. Couplings between such modes are described
by the four terms iγRγL, iηRηL, iγRηL, and iγLηR. By
explicitly calculating the edge-state wave functions, one
finds that these terms transform under T , Tx, Px, and
Pz according to Table I (the table only includes the sym-
metries of a cylinder in the y-direction, i.e., Ty and Pxy
are ignored).
First, we only consider coupling between γR and γL, as
well as between ηR and ηL, i.e., we neglect the last two
columns of Table I. The reduced Brillouin zone is peri-
odic with respect to ∆kx = pi, such that the momenta
kx = −pi/2 and kx = pi/2 are equivalent. Hence, the
new Brillouin zone still contains two time reversal invari-
ant momenta at kx = 0 and kx = pi/2. It follows that
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the classification of topologically distinct band structures
shown in Fig. 2 is still valid in the reduced zone scheme,
which allows us to define a modified Z2 topological in-
variant ν′,
ν′ =
n′↑ − n′↓
2
mod 2 , (73)
where the Chern numbers n′↑ and n
′
↓ are only calculated
in the new Brillouin zone. For both sets of degenerate
bands (i.e., those originally located at kx = [−pi/2, pi/2]
and the shifted ones from kx ∈ [pi/2, 3pi/2]) we find
n′↓ = −n′↑ = 1 yielding ν′ = 1. This result indicates that
if both sets are considered independently, their bands ex-
hibit a non-trivial topology in the reduced zone scheme.
Indeed, Table I shows that the edge states within each
set are separately protected by time reversal symmetry:
Ignoring the coupling between γR/L and ηR/L, there ex-
ists a term iγRγL + iηRηL which only breaks T and gaps
out the edge states. On the other hand, none of the sym-
metries Tx, Px, Pz can be violated, without also breaking
T .
We now consider coupling between γR/L and ηR/L.
Most importantly, according to Table I, there is no linear
combination of iγRηL and iγLηR that preserves all sym-
metries of the system. Any coupling between the two sets
is forbidden, implying that γR/L and ηR/L may indeed be
treated independently. The non-trivial index ν′ = 1, con-
sequently, still yields a valid classification. Specifically,
Table I shows that a coupling among both sets is for-
bidden by translation invariance Tx: There exists a term
iγRηL + iγLηR gapping out the edge states, which only
breaks Tx but no other symmetries. On the other hand,
there is no linear combination of iγRηL and iγLηR which
breaks any of the symmetries T , Px or Pz but respects
Tx. This is intuitively clear, since any term coupling γR/L
and ηR/L must be associated with a momentum transfer
of ∆kx = pi in the original Brillouin zone, which is not
possible without breaking Tx.
In total, we have shown that the edge states are topo-
logically protected by T and Tx, where violating one of
them already gaps out the system entirely. Due to time
reversal T , there exists a modified Z2 topological invari-
ant ν′ (which is non-trivial in the case studied here),
defined for both sets of bands in the reduced Brillouin
zone. Furthermore, as a result of translation invariance
Tx, coupling between the sets is forbidden and the topo-
logical index survives.73
In this discussion, we have assumed that the system
on a cylinder fulfills mirror symmetry Px, which implies
that the edge is along the x-direction. For an arbitrary
cylinder edge, Px is already violated by the underlying
geometry, such that Px must be excluded from the con-
siderations above. This, however, does not change our
conclusions about the edge-state protection.
iγRγL iηRηL iγRηL iγLηR
T −iηRηL −iγRγL − −
Tx + + − −
Px − − iγLηR iγRηL
Pz −iηRηL −iγRγL −iγLηR −iγRηL
TABLE II: Symmetry properties of the terms iγRγL, iηRηL,
iγRηL, and iγLηR under the effect of T , Tx, Px, and Pz. The
Majorana modes γR, γL, ηR, and ηL represent the edge states
of the PSG representation in Sec. V E at zero energy. Note
that an entry “+” (“−”) indicates that under the respective
symmetry, the term remains invariant (changes sign).
E. PSG with {ηT , η, η1, η2, ηz} = {−1, 1, 1, 1,−1} and
{gT , gPx , gPy , gPxy , gPz} = {iτ2, iτ3, iτ3, τ0, τ0}
We now discuss a PSG representation which – regard-
ing the form of its mean-field ansa¨tze – is similar to the
one studied in Sec. V D. In contrast to the previous sec-
tion, however, the symmetries act in a very different way.
Time reversal is implemented via ηT = −1 and gT = iτ2
and, therefore, has a real-space dependence. As argued
in Sec. V B, Kramer’s theorem still holds, leading to a Z2
topological classification. Using the mean-field parame-
ters
t23,δr=(1,0) = −t22,δr=(0,1) = 1 ,
s3δr=(1,1) = s
3
δr=(1,−1) = −1 , (74)
the Hamiltonian in k-space becomes
Hmf =
1
2
∑
k
Ψˆ†k
(
hk 0
0 h∗−k+(pi,pi)
)
Ψˆk (75)
where
hk =
(
−2 cos(kx) cos(ky) −i sin(kx) + sin(ky)
i sin(kx) + sin(ky) 2 cos(kx) cos(ky)
)
.
(76)
Note that all Lagrange multipliers vanish. The terms in
Eq. (76) differ from those in Eq. (72) only by signs. Di-
agonalizing the Hamiltonian, it even turns out that the
band structure is identical (see Fig. 6), with Chern num-
bers again given by n↑ = −n↓ = 2. We repeat the pro-
cedure of the previous section, showing that even though
ν = 0, the system is still topologically non-trivial. Ap-
plying the arguments from above, we study the system
within an enlarged unit cell. Given that the new Bril-
louin zone has a periodicity of ∆kx = pi and that time
reversal T is associated with a k-space transformation
kx → −kx + pi, it follows that the reduced zone scheme
again contains two time-reversal invariant momenta at
kx = 0 and kx = pi/2. As illustrated in Fig. 6, the
reduced Brillouin zone harbors two degenerate sets of
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bands, the initial ones at kx ∈ [−pi/2, pi/2] and those orig-
inating from kx ∈ [pi/2, 3pi/2]. As an important differ-
ence compared to Sec. V D, time reversal T comes along
with an additional kx-momentum shift of pi, such that
Kramer’s pairs belong to different sets of bands. Accord-
ingly, the modified Z2 topological invariant from Eq. (73)
needs to be adjusted,
ν′ =
n′1↑ − n′2↓
2
mod 2 =
n′2↑ − n′1↓
2
mod 2 , (77)
where n′1/2↑/↓ are Chern numbers evaluated in the re-
duced Brillouin zone. The first index 1/2 refers to
the set of bands (1 stands for the original bands at
kx ∈ [−pi/2, pi/2] while 2 denotes the shifted ones from
kx ∈ [pi/2, 3pi/3]) and the second index ↑ / ↓ specifies
the spin sector. Given the Hamiltonian in Eqs. (75) and
(76), we find ν′ = 1, demonstrating that a non-trivial
topological index is established by time-reversal symme-
try, coupling different sets of bands.
Labeling the Majorana modes at zero energy in the
same way as in the previous section (i.e., by γR, γL, ηR,
and ηL), we have calculated the symmetry properties of
the coupling terms iγRγL, iηRηL, iγRηL, and iγLηR, see
Table II. As indicated by the non-trivial Z2 index ν
′ = 1,
a coupling between the two sets of bands (via iγRηL or
iγLηR) is only possible by breaking time-reversal symme-
try. Table II also shows that any linear combination of
iγRηL and iγLηR additionally breaks translation invari-
ance Tx. Even more, violating T and Tx simultaneously
is still not sufficient to gap out the edge states. A cou-
pling between the two sets of bands can be achieved by a
term iγRηL + iγLηR (which also breaks Pz) or by a term
iγRηL − iγLηR (which also breaks Px).
While the symmetry protection of edge states against
a coupling between different momentum sectors turns
out to be rather robust, the associated topological in-
dex ν′ = 1 only remains valid if a coupling of bound-
ary modes within the same set of bands is also forbid-
den by symmetry. Table II shows that this is indeed the
case: There is no linear combination of iγRγL and iηRηL
which satisfies all symmetries. Interestingly, since the
term iγRγL− iηRηL only breaks Px but no other symme-
tries, we identify reflection Px to be responsible for the
protection. This also implies that for a cylinder with-
out mirror symmetry (i.e., when the edges are along an
arbitrary direction) the term iγRγL − iηRηL is allowed
by symmetries, turning the system into a trivial (spinon)
superconductor.
In summary, we have investigated a spin phase where
the boundary modes are protected by a modified Z2
topological invariant. Edge states may only be gapped
out by either breaking T , Tx, and Pz simultaneously,
or by violating Px. Hence, even though the mean-field
ansatz is similar to the one in the previous section, the
projective symmetries act very differently. Since the
edge modes are entirely gapped out by only breaking Px,
the system is again similar to the previously introduced
topological crystalline insulator.42
F. PSG with {ηT , η, η1, η2, ηz} = {1, 1,−1,−1, 1} and
{gT , gPx , gPy , gPxy , gPz} = {iτ2, τ0, τ0, τ0, iτ3}
In a final example, we briefly illustrate that even more
complex edge-state structures are possible. Considering
the mean-field amplitudes
t12,δr=(1,1) = t
1
2,δr=(1,−1) = −1 ,
t13,δr=(1,1) = −t13,δr=(1,−1) = 1 ,
s3δr=(2,0) = s
3
δr=(0,2) = 1 , (78)
the Hamiltonian reads as
Hmf =
1
2
∑
k
Ψˆ†k
(
hk 0
0 h∗−k
)
Ψˆk (79)
with
hk =
(
cos(2kx) + cos(2ky) 2i sin(kx) cos(ky) + 2 cos(kx) sin(ky)
−2i sin(kx) cos(ky) + 2 cos(kx) sin(ky) − cos(2kx)− cos(2ky)
)
, (80)
where all Lagrange multipliers yet again vanish. Remark-
ably, the two spin sectors have Chern numbers n↑ =
−n↓ = 4 and the edge-state spectrum for the system
on a cylinder exhibits four pairs of counter-propagating
Majorana modes, see Fig. 7. Based on the trivial Z2
index ν = 0, one might again expect the band struc-
ture to be topologically trivial. However, proceeding as
above, it is again advantageous to describe the system
by an enlarged unit cell, which now extends over four
sites in the x-direction. Within a reduced Brillouin zone
kx ∈ [−pi/4, pi/4] one obtains four copies of degenerate
sets of bands which are all characterized by Chern num-
bers n′↑ = −n′↓ = 1 (n′α is calculated in one quarter
of the original Brillouin zone). In analogy to the pre-
vious sections, this allows us to define a modified Z2
topological invariant ν′. Since the system exhibits four
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FIG. 7: Band structure in the PSG representa-
tion with {ηT , η, η1, η2, ηz} = {1, 1,−1,−1, 1} and
{gT , gPx , gPy , gPxy , gPz} = {iτ2, τ0, τ0, τ0, iτ3} for a sys-
tem (a) on a torus and (b) on a cylinder, using the
parameters in Eq. (78). As illustrated in (b), the edge-state
spectrum consists of four right-moving spin up modes (red)
and four left-moving spin down modes (green). A detailed
analysis with an enlarged unit cell (now comprising four sites
in x-direction) shows that based on a modified Z2 index, the
band structure may be classified as topologically non-trivial.
right-moving (γ1R, . . . , γ4R) and four left-moving Majo-
rana modes (γ1L, . . . , γ4L) at zero energy, there are in
total 16 coupling terms iγaRγbL with a, b = {1, 2, 3, 4}.
The index ν′ only represents a topological invariant of
the system if there is no linear combination of couplings
iγaRγbL that satisfies all symmetries. Given the large
number of terms, we will not present a detailed symme-
try analysis here, but conclude mentioning that the band
structure is indeed topologically non-trivial, i.e., ν′ = 1.
Gapping out the edge states again require the breaking
of various symmetries simultaneously.
VI. DISCUSSION
The inception of topological electronic band insula-
tors and superconductors highlighted the dramatic qual-
itative role that spin-orbit coupling can play in gov-
erning a material’s physical properties. As the field
enters maturity, increasing attention is being focused
on strongly correlated analogues. Magnetic insulators
that feature an interplay between strong spin-orbit cou-
pling and frustration comprise prime candidates for the
latter—particularly given the synthesis of new classes
of compounds including the iridates that sharply vio-
late SU(2) spin symmetry. These systems can poten-
tially host spin-liquid ground states where fractionalized
spinon excitations (rather than electrons) exhibit topo-
logically nontrivial band structures; a proof of concept
has indeed been demonstrated in several earlier works,
e.g., Refs. 12,14,47–51. Compared to weakly correlated
band insulators, however, our understanding of how spin-
orbit coupling impacts spin-liquid physics remains in its
infancy.
In this work we have carried out a detailed PSG classi-
fication of Z2 spin liquids on a square lattice when SU(2)
spin symmetry is maximally broken. These systems,
while not of immediate experimental relevance, provide
an ideal setting in which to explore the consequences of
spin-orbit coupling on spin liquid phases since the SU(2)-
invariant limit is so well-studied20,27,28. Within our PSG
analysis we identify 1488 Z2 spin liquids that only occur
in the SU(2)-broken case and have no analogue among
the 272 spin-isotropic Z2 phases found in previous works.
[Technically, as noted earlier eight of these 1488 states
still preserve a projective version of SU(2) spin symme-
try; see Ref. 27.] Most strikingly, we have shown that
these 1488 spin states naturally possess p+ ip pairing in
the spinons leading in many cases to topologically non-
trivial band structures associated with the existence of
spinon edge states. Such spin phases hence realize the re-
markable situation where a non-trivial topology occurs in
two different contexts, primarily in the appearance of de-
confined spinons as effective quasiparticles and secondar-
ily through a topological spinon band structure.12,14,51
The Z2 gauge structure of our model Hamiltonians guar-
antees that gauge fluctuations emerging in a treatment
beyond mean-field theory are fully gapped and should
not qualitatively change the low-energy properties of the
system.5
We have discussed various examples of mean-field
ansa¨tze in selected PSG representations and investigated
the origin of the topological edge-state protection. Our
examples reveal a variety of different edge-state struc-
tures with up to four counter-propagating pairs of gap-
less Majorana modes. We expect that more involved
mean-field ansa¨tze may even possess higher numbers of
boundary modes. Our analysis shows that many band
structures can be characterized by a Z2 topological in-
dex which, however, may differ from the Z2 invariant
for topological insulators. While our topological clas-
sification is built upon time-reversal symmetry, many
PSG representations also require the fulfillment of ad-
ditional lattice symmetries in order to retain the sta-
bility of boundary modes. Hence, we identify various
spin liquids that may be referred to as “topological crys-
talline spinon superconductors”. We have not attempted,
however, to develop a unified picture characterizing the
topology of all possible band structures. A more involved
task would be to clarify the role of Z2 topological in-
dices based solely on lattice symmetries as considered
in Refs. 42,43,70. Other types of topological crystalline
band structures could very well be lurking in our PSG
analysis.
It would be interesting to extend our analysis to other
two-dimensional settings such as the Kagome lattice,
where strong geometric frustration makes the existence
of spin-liquid phases in generic spin Hamiltonians more
likely. We note that for the Kagome lattice a similar PSG
spin-liquid classification has already been carried out in
Ref. 41. While this work considers the spin-symmetry
breaking effects of Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya or Ising-spin
terms, a residual U(1) spin symmetry is still preserved. In
agreement with our results it is shown that the PSG clas-
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sification itself remains unchanged when breaking down
the spin symmetry to U(1); the spinon spectrum can,
nevertheless, be significantly altered. To the best of our
knowledge, a complete PSG analysis in the case where
the spin symmetry is maximally lifted has not been per-
formed before.
Another interesting extension of our work is the in-
vestigation of three-dimensional lattices. Actually this
setting promises to offer even richer physics upon includ-
ing spin-orbit coupling since there one can have stable
spin liquids with U(1) gauge freedom even if the spinons
exhibit a bulk excitation gap (this is not so in two di-
mensions). Thus spinon cousins of topological supercon-
ductors and insulators12,49 can exist in three dimensions.
A spin liquid phase of the latter type has been proposed
in the hyperkagome iridate compound Na4Ir3O8.
74,75 In
short, a systematic exploration of three-dimensional spin
liquids with topological band structures induced by spin-
orbit coupling should consider both U(1) and Z2 states.
Finally, while the model Hamiltonians of the present
work are formulated in a fermionic parton representa-
tion for spins, it would be insightful to identify mi-
croscopic spin Hamiltonians that realize some of our
phases as ground states. Such Hamiltonians may in-
clude spin-anisotropic Ising couplings Sµi S
µ
j , terms of
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya type (Si × Sj)µ, or even contri-
butions with more than two spin operators. By back-
ing out trial spin wavefunctions corresponding to a given
spin-liquid ansatz, extensive variational studies could be
employed to find such candidate Hamiltonians. (At this
point even mean-field energetics could be illuminating.)
Doing so will be a crucial step towards finding experi-
mental candidates for these states, which is the ultimate
goal of this study.
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Appendix A: Solutions for the matrices gS in the
spin-isotropic case
In this appendix, we show the 17 possible sets of ma-
trices gT , gPx , gPy , gPxy defining the PSG gauge transfor-
mations GSr = d
S
r gS when SU(2) spin symmetry is intact.
These solutions follow from Eq. (21) and are given by
gT = τ0 , gPx = τ
0 , gPy = τ
0 , gPxy = τ
0 ; (A1)
gT = τ0 , gPx = iτ
3 , gPy = iτ
3 , gPxy = τ
0 ; (A2)
gT = τ0 , gPx = τ
0 , gPy = τ
0 , gPxy = iτ
3 ; (A3)
gT = τ0 , gPx = iτ
3 , gPy = iτ
3 , gPxy = iτ
3 ; (A4)
gT = τ0 , gPx = iτ
1 , gPy = iτ
1 , gPxy = iτ
3 ; (A5)
gT = iτ2 , gPx = τ
0 , gPy = τ
0 , gPxy = τ
0 ; (A6)
gT = iτ2 , gPx = iτ
2 , gPy = iτ
2 , gPxy = τ
0 ; (A7)
gT = iτ2 , gPx = iτ
3 , gPy = iτ
3 , gPxy = τ
0 ; (A8)
gT = iτ2 , gPx = τ
0 , gPy = τ
0 , gPxy = iτ
2 ; (A9)
gT = iτ2 , gPx = iτ
2 , gPy = iτ
2 , gPxy = iτ
2 ; (A10)
gT = iτ2 , gPx = iτ
3 , gPy = iτ
3 , gPxy = iτ
2 ; (A11)
gT = iτ2 , gPx = τ
0 , gPy = τ
0 , gPxy = iτ
3 ; (A12)
gT = iτ2 , gPx = iτ
2 , gPy = iτ
2 , gPxy = iτ
3 ; (A13)
gT = iτ2 , gPx = iτ
3 , gPy = iτ
3 , gPxy = iτ
3 ; (A14)
gT = iτ2 , gPx = iτ
3 , gPy = iτ
3 , gPxy = iτ
1 ; (A15)
gT = τ0 , gPx = iτ
1 , gPy = iτ
2 , gPxy =
iτ1 + iτ2√
2
;
(A16)
gT = iτ2 , gPx = iτ
1 , gPy = iτ
3 , gPxy =
iτ1 + iτ3√
2
.
(A17)
Note that in some of these equations we have used a
different gauge as compared to Ref. 20, such that gT
is either gT = τ0 or gT = iτ2. This gauge choice is
convenient for our discussion in Sec. V, because gT = iτ2
in conjunction with ηT = 1 implies that projective time-
reversal symmetry and the time-reversal symmetry of an
ordinary fermion system are identical.
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Appendix B: Solutions for the matrices gS when
SU(2) spin symmetry is maximally lifted
Here we show all solutions of Eqs. (21) and (45) result-
ing in sets of matrices {gT , gPx , gPy , gPxy , gPz}. The 17
solutions for gT , gPx , gPy , gPxy obtained from Eq. (21)
have already been listed in Appendix A. Hence, we only
need to show the possible solutions for gPz in each of
these cases. In total, there are 55 different sets of matri-
ces given by
(A1) =⇒ gPz = τ0 or iτ3 , (B1)
(A2) =⇒ gPz = τ0 or iτ2 or iτ3 , (B2)
(A3) =⇒ gPz = τ0 or iτ2 or iτ3 , (B3)
(A4) =⇒ gPz = τ0 or iτ2 or iτ3 , (B4)
(A5) =⇒ gPz = τ0 or iτ1 or iτ2 or iτ3 , (B5)
(A6) =⇒ gPz = τ0 or iτ2 or iτ3 , (B6)
(A7) =⇒ gPz = τ0 or iτ2 or iτ3 , (B7)
(A8) =⇒ gPz = τ0 or iτ1 or iτ2 or iτ3 , (B8)
(A9) =⇒ gPz = τ0 or iτ2 or iτ3 , (B9)
(A10) =⇒ gPz = τ0 or iτ2 or iτ3 , (B10)
(A11) =⇒ gPz = τ0 or iτ1 or iτ2 or iτ3 , (B11)
(A12) =⇒ gPz = τ0 or iτ1 or iτ2 or iτ3 , (B12)
(A13) =⇒ gPz = τ0 or iτ1 or iτ2 or iτ3 , (B13)
(A14) =⇒ gPz = τ0 or iτ1 or iτ2 or iτ3 , (B14)
(A15) =⇒ gPz = τ0 or iτ1 or iτ2 or iτ3 , (B15)
(A16) =⇒ gPz = τ0 or iτ3 , (B16)
(A17) =⇒ gPz = τ0 or iτ2 . (B17)
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